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Murray names on Beshear transition list
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Gov.-elect Steve Beshear announced
this week his transition team members
for each state government cabinet and
the Office of the Governor.
"I am confident that I have put
together a strong, talented and focused
group of individuals to head the transition teams for each cabinet of state government," Beshear stated in a press

Agencies
make
drug
sweep
Staff Report
Local and state law enforcement officials continued their
efforts to eliminate drug usage
in western Kentucky and surrounding areas. The Kentucky
State Police arrested 13 individuals Thursday in a drug
round-up, concluding a twomonth long investigation conducted by KSP Troopers
Donald Bowman and Jay
Thomas.
According to a release from
KSP, the key component of
their investigation involved visiting various pharmacies and
inspecting
pseudoephedrine
purchase logs and other related
records. The following subjects
were arrested and charged f
purchasing more than nine
grams of drug products commonly used to manufacture
methamphetamine:
• Dustin M. Kirby, 24,
Benton, was charged with one
count of unlawful possession of
a methamphetamine precursor.
Kirby was lodged in the
'Calloway County Detention
'Center.
• Nathan L. Henson, 19,
Hardin, was charged with five
counts of unlawful possession
of a methamphetamine precursor. Henson was lodged in the
Calloway County Detention

•See Page 2A

release issued this week."We only have
a few weeks before I take office and a
lot to accomplish as we determine the
needs of each cabinet."
The teams will be working in coming weeks to provide Beshear with
information regarding the status and
issues facing each cabinet, it was
reported.
Beshear, a Democrat from Dawson
Springs, Ky., defeated Republican Gov.

Ernie Fletcher in last week's General
Election.
Vicki Glass, deputy communications
officer and spokesperson, noted that
Beshear will be addressing the teams
next week at a meeting where he will
discuss goals, logistics and time
frames.
Those selected locally include
Harold Doran, Jack Rose and Nancy
Lovett to the Education Transition

Team, and Zee Enix and Phil Hazle to
the Transportation Cabinet Transition
Team.
"Needless to say I am pleased to
have been selected to Gov.-elect Steve
Beshear's Education Transition Team,"
Doran told the Ledger & Times.
"Within the Education Cabinet there
are nine different agencies and I'll be
tasked to the Council on Postsecondary
Education. The team will be interfacing

•See Page 2A

New MFD equipment to aid rescues

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Should an accident victim be
pinned beneath any vehicle from a
one-ton car to a 50-ton truck, Murray
Fire Deportment personnel now have
the capability to perform an immediate
and possibly life-saving rescue.
What tool will they use to lift up to
100,000 pounds quickly and easily?
Air bags.
Kevlar bags, developed by Phoenix
Rescue Equipment Inc. of Loretto,
Tenn.. will lift anywhere from one to
100,000 pounds using 116 pounds of
air pressure, according to Murray Fire
Marshal Dickie Walls.
About a dozen MFD Rescue personnel spent hours lifting cars with the
TOM BERRY/Ledger !Inn_ equipment at Key Auto Parts Thursday
Murray Fire Department rescue personnel take turns (above right) operating the') afternoon so they can be ready to come
pneumatic controls of new inflatable Kevlar air bags that can be used to lift tons to the rescue of someone in danger.
"If there's an accident and someone
of metal sometimes necessary to extricate vehicle-accident victims(above photo).
that has
The bags, which come in varying sizes, can lift up to 50 tons and are capable of is pinned underneath a vehicle
turned over on its back or on its side,
uprighting a wrecked car, a large, overturned truck or any other heavy load.
we can use these airbags to lift the

EARLY THANKSGIVING

vehicle and extricate them," Walls
said.
The idea of using air bags to lift
heavy weights is not new technology.
MFD Fire Chief Michael Skinner said
the department obtained the equignonig
through a recently-approved $30,200
grant from FEMA.
"This is the first time we've ever
had this, so it's new to everybody," he
said.
Skinner said the department was
required to put up an additional $1,500
of their own money to obtain the grant.
Other than a complete set of
airbags, the department has a/se
obtained a set of pneumatic tools that
can be used to open vehicle doors that
have been crushed by impact during an
accident to extricate a victim.
The new equipment includes a
motorized high-pressure pump and
hose system mounted to the rear of one
of the department's trucks and con-

II See Page 2A

Speaker creates
gambling panel

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Peggy Williams, executive director of the WATCH Center, talks with clients and guests during Thursday's annual Community
Appreciation Thanksgiving Luncheon at the center. She said the event is a way for WATCH to show its appreciation to the community for being so supportive throughout the year. The luncheon was provided by In His Steps Ministry and catered by Rudy's
Restaurant. Approximately 175 people attended the luncheon.
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with the existing political leadership
and their professional staff to find out
what programs and initiatives are currently underway within the cabinet and
what the issues are within the cabinet
relating to such things as pending litigation, staffing, budgets, etc."
He said the team will issue a report
to Beshear in early December that will

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
House Speaker Jody Richards
has set up a legislative panel to
further study issues regarding
the legalization of casino gambling in Kentucky.
Richards, who announced
the panel's lineup on Thursday,
and
Republican
tapped
Democratic lawainkers to look
at the issue.
"The 2007 gubernatorial
election focused on allowing
voters to decide the issue of
expanded gaming," Richards
said in a press release. "It is
judicious for us to begin gathering as much information as possible on the subject, including
studying how other states have
approached the issue."

II See Page 2A

List of appointees
to committee
Rep. Joni Jenkins, DLouisville, will serve as chairman. Rep. Darryl Owens, DLouisville, will be vice chair.
Other Democratic members are Mike Cherry of
Princeton, Larry Clark of
Louisville, Leslie Combs of
Pikeville, Tim Firkins of
Louisville, Charlie Hoffman of
Georgetown, Harry Moberly
Jr. of Richmond, Carl Rollins
of Midway, Arnold Simpson
of Covington, John Will Stacy
of Liberty and Tommy
Thompson of Philpot
Republicans in the group
are James Corner of
Tompkinsville,
David
Osborne of Prospect and Sal
Santoro of Florence.
— AP
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Now Available, UBC fitness
courses for Children and Adults
753-6111 •809 Coldwater Road, Murray KY

Come see oar rossepkte selection of new
funsishirigsfirr your home.

1407 Main Street• 761-7653

Canoway County Sheriff's Department
- A vehicle fire was reported on Watson Road Monday at
11.34
a.fTl.
- Mailbox vandalism was reported on Gobo Road at 1205 p.m.
- A burglary was reported in a shop OD River Road at 1 16 pm
- A burglary was reported on Lakepoint Drive at 8 17 p.m
Murray POOGI Department
- A traffic accident was reported Tuesday at noon when Ruth
Hale was attempting left turn into a parking lot on South 12th
Street and crossed the path of Jill Adams who was traveling on
South 12th Street
- A juvenile reportedly took his/her parents vehicle without permission at 224 am Wednesday. At 2:52 a.m., the juvenile was
pulled over by a Calloway County Sheriff's Department deputy at
the intersection of Ky 94 East and Post Oak Road. The parents
picked up the vehicle and the juvenile was taken to the
McCracken County Juvenile Detention Center where he/she will
be charged with theft by unlawful taking over $300.
- A scam was reported to the police station at 10:46 am
- A theft was reported to the police station at 11:39 a.m.
- A forgery was reported to the police station at 2:06 p.m.
- A theft was reported at AT&T in the Bel-Air Shopping Center at
3:46 p m
- Identity theft was reported to the station at 4.54 p.m.
- Vandalism was reported at 119 Jameswood Dr. at 6:13 p.m.
- An attempted break-in was reported at 1810 A Monroe at 8:21
p.m
Murray State Pollee Department
- A caller from Wells Hall indicated that the parking signs tor the
president and provost parking spaces were missing Monday at
7:43 a m A report was taken by an officer for theft by unlawful
taking under $300.
- A caller from Pullen Farm reported that plants had been stolen
from the farm at 10:42 a.m A report was taken by an officer for
theft by unlawful taking under $300.
Murray Fire Department
- A trash fire was contained at Winslow Cafeteria Tuesday at
AP
5:08 a.m
STRIKE HITS HOME: Kristi, left, and Jerry Blevins try to remove a splinter from
their daughter, Kali's, finger at their home in
— Information is obtained from reports, Coldiron, Ky. The stnke by nurses in Appalachia has made it harder
for the Blevins family to spend time together. Jerry, a regcitations and logs from vanous agencies
istered nurse at Appalachian Regional Healthcare's Harlan Hospital, has been
on strike since Oct. 1, walking the picket line.

(*enter.
•David McCoy, 33, Hardin,
was charged with two counts of
possession of a methamphetamine precursor, first-degree possession of a controlled substance
of oxycodone, first offense possession of drug paraphernalia.
and third degree possession of a
controlled substance. Ativan
was lodged in the Calloway
County Detention Center.
• Rebecca Stocklen, 26.
Murray. was charged with one
count of possession of a
methamphetamine precursor,
first degree second offense possession of a controlled substance
of methamphetamine, and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Stocklen was lodged in the
Calloway County Detention
('enter.
•Terry Stroup. 35, Benton.
Was charged ss ith first degree

possession of a controlled substance of methamphetamine,
and first offense possession of
drug paraphernalia. Stroup was
lodged in the Calloway County
Detention Center.
•Angela nark, 26, Hardin.
was charged with four counts of
possession of a methamphetamine precursor, possession of
marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia, and prescription
drug not in proper container.
Clark was lodged in the
Calloway County Detention
Center.
•Tamara Abell. 25, Benton,
was charged with one colvt of
possession of a methamphetamine precursor. Abell was
lodged in the Calloway County
Detention Center.
•Jared Adams, 25, Sedalia,
was charged with one count of
possession of a methamphetamine precursor. Adams was
lodged in the Graves County

Jail.
•Garret Cedar, 29, Benton,
was charged with one count of
possession of a methamphetamine precursor. Cedar was
lodged in the Calloway County
Detention Center.
•Gary Williams, 31, Vienna,
III., was charged with one count
of possession of a methampheiamine precursor. Williams was
lodged in Massac County, Ill.,
awaiting
extradition
to
Kentucky.
• Mandy Hancock, 32,
Vienna, Ill., was charged with
one count of possession. of a
methatnphetamine precursor.
Hancock was lodged in Massac
County. 111., awaiting extradition
to Kentucky.
• Lisa Harris, 43, New
Burnside, LU.. was charged with
one count of possession of a
methamphetamine precursor.
Harris was lodged in Massac
County. III., awaiting extradition

to Kentucky.
From Front
•Danny Trotter, 32, Paris,
Tenn., was charged with two
Gov.-elect Steve Beshear has
counts of possession of a said he
intends to push the promethamphetamine precursor.
posal through the General
Trotter was lodged in Henry
Assembly's upcoming session
County. Tenn., awaiting extradithat starts in January.
tion to Kentucky.
Other arrests are pending for
six individuals not located during the round-up. The investigation revealed these individuals
purchased 401 grams (or 3,321
From Front
pills) during the month.
Kentucky State Police was
summarize as findings and will
assisted by the Kentucky
hopefully allow for a smooth
Division of Probation/Parole,
transition to the new adminisCalloway County Sheriff's
tration.
Department, Murray Police
Enix said he was looking forDepartment, Marshall County
ward to the change in adminisSheriff's Department, Henry
tration.
County
(Tenn.)
Sheriff's
Department., Johnson County • "I think Calloway County
1013 Sheriff's Department and ✓ and the state will be proud of
Steve
Beshear and
Dan
the Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Mongiardo," he said. "I think
Force.
they will run a good four years,
and I look forward to their
administration."
Enix said he didn't know of
any particular plans at this time
for his team. "They will set the
NOTICE
agenda next week, and I'm not
• The Calloway County
aware right now of what they
Property Protection Board
will meet Monday at 8 a.m. at
will be wanting. I'm sure they
the courthouse. Agenda
will have a plan for us but I
items include reviewing the
haven't been in direct contact
maintenance ordinance and
with them at this time."
public comments.
He also felt that the number
X The Murray-Calloway
of Calloway County residents
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. A director's
report and committee reports
From Front
are on the agenda.
•To report a Town Crier
nected to strong metal cutting
item. call 753-1916.
and pressure tools that can be
used immediately in an emergency without having to spend
time hooking up lines.
"If we need it, it's right
there," Walls said as he demonstrated the use of the equipment.
"All we have to do it start the
motor, take the equipment and
go."
Walls said the department
has also obtained an upgraded
Phoenix version of the "Jaws of
Life" that is smaller, but equally

Richards said the panel
would start its work after
Thanksgiving.
The
IS-member
panel ,
includes 12 Democrats and
three Republicans,

who have been named to transition team positions "speaks
very well of the county."
"I have known Gov.-elect:.
Steve Beshear for many years'
and I worked on his campaign:.
20 years ago. I think he will be'
more inclusive than other
administrations in recent years,"
he added.
Hoak Said this morni4time'
he was honored to he chosen. ,
"I am honored that Gov.elect Beshear has chosen me for
this committee,- he said. "We will be going up to Frankfort
next week for meetings,and we'
will know more at that time as '
to what our exact roles will be
on the transition team."
He added that with the
Beshear will be taking office
only days after the teams complete their work.
Attempts to contact Rose and
Lovett were unsuccessful.

MFD equipment ...
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powerful and about 20 pounds
lighter.
"That really helps," he said.
Some recently-developed
technology used to stabilize a •'
load lifted by the bags is also a
part of the package. The equipment is needed to ensure the
safety of firefighters that must
risk getting underneath the
heavy load to rescue a victim.
MFD officials said they are
grateful to business owner Jerry
Key for allowing them use
junked cars located on his property for training.
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6 AGs tell feds: consider terror in
nuke relicensing for NY, US.

WHITE PLAINS. N.Y. (AP) — The attorneys general of
Kentucky and five other states asked the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on Thursday to consider the threat of terronsm and
earthquakes when nuclear plants apply to have their licenses
renewed.
Under the NRC's current rules, only environmental concerns
and the effects of aging on a nuclear plant are taken into account
when a plant seeks a 20-year renewal of its license to operate.
In a letter to NRC Chairman Dale Klein, the attorneys general
said the commission should also consider the population density
around a plant and the adequacy of evacuation plans. The missive
was signed by New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo and his
counterparts from Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky and
Vermont.
The two Indian Point plants in Buchanan, N.Y., are now up for
relicensing, and opponents including Cuomo have been trying
without success to get the NRC to expand its relicensing process.
The commission has said that such issues as terrorism are examined continually and need not be addressed as part of the relicensing process. As to earthquakes, NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said
Thursday that a recent review concluded that the design of Indian
Point "provides sufficient safety margin to protect it against potentially damaging earthquakes."

Subcontractor sentenced to 18
months for using illegal workers
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A building subcontractor has been
sentenced to 18 months in prison for hiring illegal aliens.
Robert Pratt of Tennessee was sentenced Thursday in U.S.
District Court in Covington.
Pratt was charged with using illegal immigrants to work at
Fischer Homes construction sites in northern Kentucky.
He was ordered to start serving the sentence Jan. 7, but sheriff's
deputies were waiting after the sentencing to arrest him on a charge
that he hadn't paid workers' compensation assessments to
Kentucky, The Kentucky Enquirer reported.
Federal officials raided the sites last year following a two-year
investigation into construction hiring practices. Illegal immigrants
at the sites were detained and later deported.
Pratt's sentence was the longest of eight people arrested during
the crackdown.
Pratt's son, Howard Pratt, was also sentenced on Thursday to 12
months for his role in the conspiracy. Pratt's daughter, Jacqueline
Pratt-Medina, was sentenced to three years' probation; and
Medina's husband, Leopoldo Medina, will serve five months in
prison and three years' probation.
Alfredo Medina-Mejia and Luciano Salazar each were sentenced to five months in prison and three years' probation.
Ruben Trejo was placed on probation for six years, and his
brother, Jose Trejo-Soto, was sentenced to one year and one day.
years.
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LONDON, Ky. (AP) —
Meteorologists
confirmed
Thursday that a tornado ha
rural stretch of southeastern
Kentucky on Wednesday as pan
of a storm that damaged about
two dozen structures.
Laurel County Shenff Fred
Yaden said there were no reported injuries.
"It was real intense," he said.
"The winds were really strong,
and the rain was coming in
gushes."
A National Weather Service
storm survey team sent to the
scene determined that the tornado with winds estimated
betwen 86 and 110 mph
touched down Wednesday afternoon about one mile west of the
Pittsburg community in Laurel
County, according to the weather service office in Jackson.
Laurel County public safety
director Brian Reams utid about
24 structures were damaged,
including homes, barns and outbuildings. He said officials had
not yet compiled an estimated
dollar loss.
Several homes near Pittsburg
had shingle damage, and a number of trees were downed, the

AP .,

Mike Bingham surveyed the damage at his mother-in-laws home northern Laurel County near
London, Ky.,
Ky.. Thursday. A possible tornado Wednesday evening destroyed a three story tobacco barn, and damaged a large storage building and the house. There were no injuries.
weather service said. A downed
tree fell on a home, and a mobile
home was blown off its founda-

tion, it said.
The tornado cut
damage stretching

miles long and 200 yards wide.
There was also hail reported
in nearby Clay County.

TV IS HERE!

Army secretary says guardsman's
death isolated incident
The death of a National Guardsman in the care of a medical unit
at Fort Knox, Ky., appears to have been an isolated incident and not
an example of widespread problems in care for wounded soldiers,
the Army's top civilian leader said Thursday.
Army Secretary Pete Geren told members oT the U.S. Senate
Armed Services Committee in Washington that steps to fix problems that might have led to Sgt. Gerald Cassidy's death have been
taken, including the removal of the medical unit's top commanders.
But he stressed the investigation surrounding the death of the
Indiana National Guardsman was ongoing and would not discuss
specific findings.
"It's a tragedy for the Army and a tragedy for his family," Geren
said, responding to questions from Sen. Evan Bayh of Indiana.
-Thankfully, it has proven to be an isolated incident."
Cassidy, 32, of Westfield, Ind., was wounded in a roadside
bombing in Iraq in June 2006 and arrived at Fort Knox in April
2007 with blinding headaches, memory and hearing loss and posttraumatic stress disorder. He was found alone in his room on Sept.
21, dead and slumped in a chair.
An autopsy performed for his family determined Cassidy had
been dead for hours before he was found and might have been
unconscious for days before that.

BRAVIA
26" Flat Panel • HD16x9 Screen Size
10801 Resolution
KDL-26S3000
SONY

SONY BRAVIA
32" Flat Panel • HD-TV
I6x9 Screen Size
1080i Resolution
KDL-32S3000

Ky. man accused of using stapler to
rob ice cream shop
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP) — A man wearing a ski mask used a stapler to hold up an eastern Kentucky ice cream store — and briefly
got away with $175, authorities said.
Gerald A. Rocchi, 32, was arrested shortly after he flashed a
chrome-plated stapler at an employee of The Ice Cream Shop in
Ashland on Tuesday and demanded money, police said.
Ashland Police Capt. Don Petrella said he didn't know if Rocchi
planned to shoot staples at the shop's employees or use it as a blunt
instrument if he didn't get the cash.
It didn't come to that because the employees handed over the
cash. Petrella said.
Several witnesses saw Rocchi leave the shop and told police
where he was headed, Petrella said. After arresting Rocchi, police
searched his house and found money, a stapler and a ski mask,
Petrella said.
Petrella said the stapler's chrome finish could have made it look
like a gun "if someone didn't get a good look at it."
Rocchi was charged with first-degree robbery. He made his first
appearance in Boyd District Court on Wednesday morning. He did
not have an attorney at the heiuing.

SONY BRAVIA
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Rear Projection
10801 Resolution
KDF-37H1000
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16x9 Screen Size
10801 Resolution
KDL-46S3000
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SONY BRAVIA
70" Flat Panel • HD-TV
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No Interest, No Payments for 18 months thru Sony Financial
Installation Available!

MURRAY TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
314 Coles Campground
This beautiful 4 bedroom. 3 bath home is custom built and features
vaulted and tray ceilings, entry way columns, and a hexagon designed
formal dining room. The kitchen has lots of open workspace including
a center island and has beautiful granite countertops Multiple uses for
upstairs include office space, bonus room, 4th bedroom with walk-in
closet/storage area MLS #4I739 $254,500.

509 North 8th Street

270-753-7567
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What could raise the incomes of the people living in the
Western region of Kentucky and in other regions across the
state'? The single factor with the greatest power to explain
the disparity in per capita income between one state and
another is the percentage of a state's residents who are college graduates.
That was the pnncipal conclusion of a study by the
Milken Institute in 2002. The conclusion results directly from
the fact that college graduates earn, on
average, about a million dollars more during their working careers than those with
only high school diplomas. In Kentucky,
that translates to 116.000 more per year.
But the graduates themselves aren't the
only ones who benefit from their education_
Their elevated incomes and property generate the tax revenue that funds a host of
public benefits. College graduates also help
communities, regions and states enjoy better
health, lower crime and more active particiGuest Voice pation in democratic processes.
By Brad
For Kentucky, the message is clear: the
Cowgilf
quickest and most cost-effective way to
Interim
better lives for Kentucky's people is to
President for increase the number of college graduates
the Council on who live and work within our borders.
That was, in fact, the goal of the GenPostsecondary
eral Assembly when it adopted the PostsecEducation
ondary Education Improvement Act in
1997: to raise our educational attainment from near the bottom to the national average by the year 2020. By that year,
experts expect 32 percent of all working-age Americans to
be college graduates. To match that, we will have to
increase Kentucky's number of college graduates from
4(X),000 at the turn of the century to 800.000 in 2020—that
is, we will have to "Double the Numbers."
The Council on Postsecondary Education has devised a
plan to achieve that goal. The plan requires that we attract,
produce and retain more college graduates than ever before.
The goal is achievable, and its benefits are far-reaching.
For example. doubling the number of college graduates in
the Western region could increase average household income
by 53 percent, from $31,520 to $414,320.
Achieving this goal will require a concerted effort on the
part of all the education providers in the Western region:
school distncts. adult education centers and colleges and universities. including Henderson Community College, Hopkinsville Community College, Madisonville Community College. Mid-Continent University, Murray State University and
West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
In addition, in order to move this region and Kentucky
toward the Double the Numbers goal. the Council has developed an innovative new method of funding the state's public
colleges and universities.
Among other things. the Council has proposed a fund of
$2.5 million — the "Double the Numbers Degree Fund.This fund will provide incentives to Kentucky colleges and
universities for increasing the number of college graduates.
In this way, thc fund will address one of our state's
largest problems: the relatively high dropout rates at our
public institutions.
Sadly, when a student ends his or her college career
inconclusively after two, three or four semesters, the significant financial investment made by the student, by his or her
family and by the state treasury usually yields little career
advantage to the student or the Commonwealth.
The cause'? Many students arrive on Kentucky campuses
insufficiently prepared for college-level work.
In addition. many Kentucky students are only marginally
capable of meeting the fmancial demands of postsecondary
education, making them vulnerable to intervening circumstances.
Retention and graduation can be Improved by early intervention, remediation, guidance and tutoring, hut we first need
to shift our funding focus from enrollment tan input) to
graduation (the desired outcome).
Without mandating any particular program or approach.
the Double the Numbers Fund will motivate our public colleges to create effective strategies for improving retention
and graduation.
By increasing our supply of college graduates and advancing our Double the Numbers goal, the Council's new fund,
ing model will move the Western region and Kentucky
toward a higher standard of living. We urge the General
Assembly to adopt it.
Brad ('ow gill is the interim president of the Council on
Postsecondary Education. He previously served US state bialget director.
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WASHINGTON ( P) —
Charging into the frenzied
national debate over immigration, New York Gov. Eliot
Spitzer had insisted that giving driver's licenses to illegal immigrants would make
life safer for all.
He found precious little
safety in immigration politics. He was whipsawed by
both sides, and his initiative
became rhetorical ammunition
for the presidential campaign.
Under siege. Spitzer
sought to salvage his plan
by trying to please everyone.
He pleased no one and on
Vvednesday the rookie governor with a hard-charging
style conceded the brutally
obvious: He had lost, badly.
"Leadership is not solely
about doing what one thinks
is nght. Leadership is also
about listening to the public," Spitzer said after meeting with many of his political allies in Congress who
had urged retreat.
The debate over immigration. Spitzer said, "has
become so toxic that anytime
a practical proposal is put
forward, it is shot down
before it can even be
weighed on its merits. The
consequence of this fearmongering is paralysis"
Others say Spitz.er did it
to himself by stubbornly
pushing so hard on a no-win
issue.
"He volunteered for this,
it was a self-inflicted
wound." said Maurice Carroll, director of the Quinnipiac University Polling Institute.

the immigration test
AP ANALYSIS
The damage wasn't limited to Spitzer, though. Democratic presidential front-runner
Hillary Rodham Clinton has
been harshly criticized by
campaign rivals who say she
has been too noncommittal
on this subject.
The issue produced one of
the most tense moments of
the primary campaign so far,
as Clinton stumbled in a
debate, saying the Spitzer
proposal "makes a lot of
sense." yet "I did not say
that it should be done."
After Spitzer conceded
defeat, Clinton announced
she opposed giving licenses
to undocumented aliens.
"I support Governor
Spitzer's decision today to
withdraw his proposal.- Clinton said in a statement. "As
president, I will not support
driver's licenses for undocumented people and will press
for comprehensive immigration reform that deals with
all of the issues around illegal immigration including
border security and fixing
our broken system."
Lost in the postunng is
the fact that eight other
states — Hawaii, Maine,
Maryland, Michigan, New
Mexico, Oregon, Utah and
Washington — currently do
not require drivers to prove
legal status in order to
obtain • a license.
But in Spitzer's case,
many Democrats privately

grumbled that they were
given no advance notice of
the plan before it was
announced in late September,
allowing little chance to
build support or answer
tough questions from opponents who claimed it would
be a boon to both terrorists
and gun-loving criminals.
Even in defeat, Spitzer
insisted his plan would be a
sensible solution to the
roughly I million undocumented aliens in New York
State. Yet as the opposition
mounted in late October, the
governor struck a deal with
the Department of Homeland
Security.
The new approach would
have created three kinds of
licenses: one as secure as a
passport for crossing the
Canadian border, another that
would have met federal standards created to make it
more difficult for would-he
terrorists to get identification,
and a third for purposes of
driving, available to illegal
immigrants and others.
It was, in a sense, everything to everyone. Security
advocates got their fancy
new microchip licenses,
immigrant advocates got at
least some of what they had
originally expected.
Both sides, however, disagree so vehemently about
who should and should not
have government identification in the United States.

that the deal only further
isolated Spitzer, leaving him
in a political no man's land.
The pressure increased in
recent days with new poll
numbers showing 70 percent
of New Yorkers opposed the
plan, and more and more
Democrats publicly broke
ranks.
Standing outside Congest
— where so many inunigra-'
tion bills have failed —
Spitzer on Wednesday
announced his abandonment
of the license policy.
In defeat, his supporters ,
talked about leadership gAd
political courage. But many
of those same lawmakers
have tried and failed to get •
federal immigration reform.
"'This is an issue that's
vexed Washington for a
while. Now it's spread its
plague to Albany and I think
the governor learned the lesson that immigration has
become the new third rail of
politics," said Rep. Anthony
Weiner. a New York City
Democrat.
Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff said in
a phone interview Wednesday
that such issues will ultimately have to be solved
with federal, not state poli- •
cies. noting:
"I still have hope in the
end Congress is going to see
that you can't just leave this
unattended."
Devlin Barrett covers New
York :s political and congressional issues from Washington.

Grounded by airline tax cut
In rural Kentucky. tiny hospitals are
struggling to survive. Most small communities have a drastic shortage of
doctors in specialty areas, such as anesthesiology. These doctors tend to
locate themselves an large cities, where
they can make the most of their practice. But without an anesthesiologist a
hospital cannot perform surgery, and
without surgery these small hospitals
will not be able to find the funds to
stay in business. This is one of the
reasons why healthcare in small and
secluded communities is so notoriously
difficult to obtain.
As an anesthesiologist and a pilot. I
feel fortunate that I am able to help
fill this shortage. I use my plane to
reach patients in remote locations,
thereby keeping both individual patients
and hospitals alive. While an anesthesiologist sent by a larger company
would have to use a commercial airline
to fly to a large airport, and then rent
a car in order to reach a remote location, my small airplane allows me to
fly directly into rural communities, cutting hours off of the time thereby making my service more immediately available to patients in need.
Many pilots in Kentucky use a% iaHon as a means to compete in the
business world, and also as a way to
give back to their communities through
volunteer and chanty organizations such
as Angel Flight. Organizations like
Angel flight are made up of dedicated
and giving members. but with the cost
oh airplane operation and ownership
soanng they find themselves more and

GUEST VOICE
By DR. TODD HOUSE

recently reached the House floor and
was successfully passed.
The Senate Finance Committee also
drafted and passed a similar proposal
which also rejected the user fee plan
and allows pilots to use the same,
equitable "pay-at-the-pump" system
which has been proven to generate
more than adequate funding levels for
modernization. But the fight to protect
general aviation is not yet over. The
bill will now move into the full Senate
where all senators will have the chance
to do their part to fund modernization
as well as keep the general aviation
industry and local communities strong.
As the bill moves to the Senate
floor, pilots in Kentucky and across thd
U.S. are depending upon Sen. Jim Bun;
fling and Sen. Mitch McConnell to support the Finance Committee's recommendation and stand up for the small
communities and businesses across Kentucky.

more financially restrained from helping
those in desperate need of the scarce
service only they can provide with their
flying skills and airplanes.
Unfortunately, the airlines' latest
attempt to pad their bottom line is
threatening this service and all of general aviation. Under the guise of modernizing our air traffic control system.
the airlines are attempting to shift their
tax obligations onto the shoulders of
general aviation.
They would do this
through the institution of costly new
taxes and tees called "user fees.They justify this massive tax cut for
their airline industry by saying that this
will somehow relieve delays - ones that
are caused by their own business model
of jam-packing thousands of flights into
huh airports at rush hour. But, any
passenger who has flown lately knows
Todd House is an anesthesiologist
better. In addition, the airline's proposand local pilot who logs more than
al would add great financial burdens to
business and private aviation which will 200 flight hours per year He is an
Angel Flight volunteer and a member
adversely impact the business and volof the Alliance for Aviation Actor'
unteer work of many pilots like me.
America. Made up of small businesses.
If this occurs, the economic impact on
elected officials, charities, non-profit
rural communities and thousands of
groups, and grassroots organizations,
needy patients will be devastating.
the Alliance for Aviation Across AmeriThankfully. the House Transportation
ca speaks out for general aviation
and Infrastructure Committee has rejectinterests across Kentucky and beyond as
ed the user fee system and drafted a
well as promoting a fair and equitable:
bill that keeps the current, dependable
funding structure to keep our skies safe
funding structure intact. This proposal
and secure.
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Clinton accuses rivals of distorting her record

Olitrailes
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U.S. air assault targets
militants linked to

kidnapping of Amencans
BAGHDAD (AP) - U.S.
helicopters dropped 600 troops
into two villages south of
Baghdad before sunrise this
morning, launching an assault
on militants believed to be
involved in the May kidnapping
of three American soldiers, the
tnilitary said.
The raids took place around 4
a.m, in the villages of Owesap
and Betra. about 12 miles south
of the Iraqi capital.
-These are areas where we
believe al-Qaida was staging
attacks, and we also believe they
have ties to the May 12th
attack," said Maj. Alayne
Conway, spokeswoman for the
Army's 3rd Infantry Division.
' Three U.S. soldiers were kidnapped after their patrol was
12 near
May
ambushed
Mahmoudiya, also south of
Baghdad. Four other Americans
and an Iraqi interpreter were
killed in the attack, and an alQaida-linked group claimed

Qaida fighters were killed separately in a Shiite village near
Muqdadiyah, about 60 miles
north of Baghdad. Shiite townspeople, backed by police, drove
the Sunni militants out of the
village and killed eight of them,
police said.
Meanwhile, a top British
commander in southern Iraq
said attacks plunged 90 percent
across the country's south after
Britain withdrew its troops from
the main city of Basra.
The presence of British
forces in downtown Basra,
Iraq's second-largest city, was
the single largest instigator of
violence, Maj. Gen. Graham
Binns told reporters Thursday
on a visit to Baghdad's Green
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"We thought, 'If 90 percent
of the violence is directed at us,
what would happen if we
stepped back?" Binns said.
About 5(X) British troops
moved out of a former Saddam
Hussein palace at Basra's heart
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the health, education and job
training bill, "I would advise the
president to take yes for an
answer."
The Democratic-driven education and health bill contains
$151 billion in discretionary
appropriations under lawmakers' direct control. More than
any other spending bill, it
defines the differences between
Bush and his Democratic rivals.
In recent years, Bush has
sought to cut the labor, health
and education measure below
level.
year's
prior
the
Lawmakers always have rejected the cuts, but the budget that
Bush presented in 'February
sought almost $4 billion in cuts
from levels for the 2007 budget
year, the largest he's ever recommended.
Democrats responded by
adding $10 billion to Bush's
request for the 2008 bill, with

another $2 billion in future-year
funding devoted to education.
The increases cover a broad
spectrum of social programs
backed by Democrats and moderate Republicans.
Bill author Rep. David Obey,
D-Wis., said Thursday night that
splitting the difference with
Bush on the health and education bill would still lead to unacceptable budget cuts such as a
$400 million decrease for special education and a $200 million cut in community health
centers that would affect
600,000 people.
Republicans on Capitol Hill
admit Bush's health and education cuts aren't sustainable.
Some of them hope the unsuccessful veto override might spur
the warring factions into negotiations aimed at averting a fiscal
train wreck.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. -.13092.6 - 17$
....,.94.26- 131
Air Products
39.90 + 032
AT&T. Inc
33.46 • 0.80
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton .......- 22.01 • 0.25
27.60- 0.15
Bristol Myers Squibb
68.85 • 0.88
lar
Caterpil
Cho run Fexaco Corp 84.97 + 0.111
96.70- 1.86
Daimler Chrssler
24.53 - 0.01
Dean Foods
85.67 + 0.58
Exxon-Mobil
7.73 • 0.05
Ford Motor
38.08 • 0.23
General Electric
29.63 • 0.51
General Motors
-48.88 - 0.40
GlaxoSmithMine
71.77- 0.04
Goodrich
26.82 - 0.02
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* --....14.40 B 14.91 A
I B M ....... .........._.........103.63 + 0.03

as ot 9 a.m.

--.......2.5.50 • 0.03
Intel
..........28.05 + 0.36
.........
Kroger
- 0.23
Mattel
+ 0.83
McDonalds.....
......57.90- 0.02
Merck
53.79 + 0.03
Microsoft
43,12' 1.21
Penney
73.92 + 0.34
Pepsico, Inc
23.18-0.11
Pfizer, Inc
24.29 - 0.39
Regions Financial
29.90 + 037
Schering-Plough
118.51 -0.08
Sears Holding Corp
17.02 + 0.01
Time Warner
31 -0.22
US Bancorp
WdIPoint Inc.......-...--...82.01 + 015
45 C8 • 0 Is
Wal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-11):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 I 800.444.1854
urs: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Nt-I-

Only: $25.00
Limited Seating- Reserved Tickets

www.oalcwoodstuclio.com

New Location! 100)North 4th St(b15ee Creek)

For tickets call(270)809-6937
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Two local groups now working
to create shoebox gifts

Murray State University
Rodeo opened Thursday
at Cherry Expo Center
FM: chutes are up and college athletes from all around
the Ozark Region are mounting their horses as they compete in one of America's oldest sports at Murray State Um% ersity. The annual Murray
State Rodeo opened Thursday
at the Cherry Agriculture Expo
Center.
'Ffie MSU rodeo team will
host action packed performances again and Saturday at 7
p.m. each night. Preliminary
competition started Thursday
leading up to the finals on
Saturday.
Strong in its tradition of top
rodeo competition
ranked
among its sister schools in the
Ozark Region. Murray State
otters students who love rodeo
a rare opportunity in this pan
of the country to earn a college degree and compete in their
sport on the intercollegiate
level.
Murray State's team boasts
around 50 cowboys and cowgirls this year in 'what coach
J.D. Van !looser calls a "young,
but very strong" team that has
struggled to come together.
"After four rodeos we are
sitting in a very respectable

position to make a strong showing at the end of the season,"
Van Houser said. Several team
members are ranked in the top
ten regional standings and one
of Murray's team roping teams
is currently winning the region
and ranked in the top five
nationally.
"Our cowboys and cowgirls
are looking good in practice
this week and I am expecting
a strong effort from them at
our home rod' Van Houser
noted. A former bareback rider,
calf roper and team roper on
Murray State's team. Van Htxiser. graduated from Murray with
a bachelor's degree in 1990
and master's degree in 1992.
and is well aware of what it
takes to win the championship.
General admission tickets to
the rodeo are $13 for adults
and $5 for students. Children
five and under will be admitted free. Gates open at 6 p.m.
nightly at the Expo Center located on College Farm Road, just
west of the Murray State campus.
For more information call the
Expo Center at 809-3125 or
Van Hooser at 809-3039.

Rowan and Rice Quartet
headline Jan. 2008 Music
from the Front Porch
Lovett etmaster.com, Murray State's
20011
The
Live/WKMS-FM Music from Regional Special Events Centhe Front Porch concert prom- ter Box Office or 1-877-894ises exceptional bluegrass per- 4474. The $15 general admis, romances. Nationally revered sion only tickets are also avail, acoustic legends, "Peter Rowan able at the doors, which open
and Tony Rice Quartet" head- at 6 p.m. Jan. 19 (when publine. West Kentucky's bluegrass lic radio station WKMS also
legends-to-be, " Sawn in the opens a silent auction fundraisMash" open the concert in er for its operations budget.)
Murray Stair's two-thousand Support for this concert comes
seat Lovett Auditorium on Sat- from Jackson Purchase Enerurday. Jan. 19. 2008 at 7 p.m. gy Corporation and Westem
General admission tickets go Baptist Hospital.
The concert annually features
on sale Monday. Nov. 19, at
.,Il Ti . ketinaster ios itions, Tick- music enjoyed by the audience
of the longstanding WKMS
program. "Music From the
•
Front Porch" heard on 91.3
FM Saturdays 10 a.m. to 1
Theatres
p.m. "When the decision was
=de to ask a well-known group
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
to perform at the 2008 consays Front Porch co-host
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 20 cert,"
Mark Welch, Peter Rowan and
moviesinmurray.com
Tony Rice were at the top of
everybody's list. Decades ago.
Mr.liagorilmil %mitt Emponum
both of these guys were play#: - I 10- 3'211- 7 lil - 915
ing with the likes of Bill Monroe (Rowan) and J.D. Crowe

American Gangste
Ft - 11 45 • 3:45 • 6:45 -9:45
Bee Movie
PC • 1:35 - 3:40. 6-55 - WOO
Fred Claus

See Page 7A

The Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center and Murray State University American HU/MUSICS students are joining forces
to create shoebox gifts for children in thirdworld countries through Operation Christmas Child. Help is needed.
Donations of small toys, hygiene products, hard candy, educational supplies, etc.,
are now being accepted along with monetary donations. Donations may be dropped
off at the Senior Citzen.s Center at 607 Poplar
Jo's
Datebook St.,ForMurray.
more information contact Elena
By Jo Burkeen
Faraone or Christopher White via e-mail
Community
or
Elena.faraone@murraystate.edu
at
Editor
Christopher.white@murraystate.edu or telephone Christopher at 205-5272.

Angel Alert issued

An Angel Alert has been issued for a twin size bed with
mattress and box springs for a single mother with two children. Anyone having items to donate call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Photo provided
Serving as hostesses at the October meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Jo
Farley. Gioia Campbell and Pat McMullin.

Alpha Department will meet

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m, at the club house. Billie Burton will
speak about "Adults Belong in College." Hostesses will be
Molly Ross, Sue Smith and Linda Feltner.

Harper sisters assist
with Theta program
Megan Harper and Audree
Harper assisted members of the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club in a craft
project held at the October
meeting at the club house.
The girls were out of school
for the Armistice holiday and
assisted their mother, Ginny
Harper, and Sharon Siebold of
the program committee with
the craft project with all members present participating.
Jan Hough. co-chair of the
department, presided at the
meeting.
It was announced that the
Murray' Woman's Club had
ordered 750 cookbooks of
recipes released by club members and will be on sale on
Dec. I. They will sell for $14
each.
Items for Merryman House
and Spring Creek Health Care
should be brought to the
November meeting. This is a
special collection given each
month by the members. Also
games for 8 to 10 year old
children are needed to be used
at the children's room at Calloway County Judicial Court.
Reports were given by Mary
Lawson, secretary, Sylvia Puckett, treasurer, Joan Adams, civic
chairman,Oneida Boyd,legislaPat
chairman, and
tive
McMullin, sunshine chairman.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the hostesses. Pat McMullin,
Jo Farley and Cloia Campbell.
The department will meet
Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
club house with Judy Kelso
to present the program on "Hol-

ay
Dexter-Hardin event Saturdwill

have its annuDexter-Hardin United Methodist Church
al Christmas Bazaar on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Lunch
will be served by the youth from II a.m. to I p.m. Featured
will be Christmas crafts, rummage sale and bake sale.

South Pleasant Grove event planned

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Women will
have its annual Harvest celebration on Saturday at 6 p.m. Supper of chili, sandwiches and desserts will be served by the
Methodist Men, followed by an auction of baked pies, cakes
and canned foods by the Methodist Women. The public is
invited.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Holiday Art Auction tonight

Murray State 'Holiday Art Auction will be tonight in the
Clara Eagle gallery on the sixth floor of the fine arts center.
The preview will start at 6 p.m. and the auction at 7:30 p.m.
This will be art by the faculty, alumni, visiting and local
artists, as well as students. All proceeds will go toward scholarships for art students. Refreshments will be served.

Megan Harper
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Heating program sign up now

West
The sign up period for the heating assistance by the
AssisKentucky Allied Services' Low Income Home Energy
tance Program will continue through Dec. 14 at the office at
607 Poplar St., Suite C. For more information call 753-0908.

AIWA* Harper
iday Table Settings." Hostesses
will be Sylvia Puckett, leafletta Bennett and Opal Howard.

'The Calloway County Salttion Army Service Unit is
looking for volunteer bell
ringers for its annual Christmas appeal. Kerry Lambert.
head of the local unit, said
"We will be starting on Friday and Saturday. Nov. 23 and
24, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
each day at Wal-Mart."
Volunteers may call Lambert at 762-1274 or at 7537265 after 5 p.m.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
HMO Como ter

*en. iis•cec e,a
Robert BIIIIngton Jr_
170-753-4751
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Calloway County High School Boys and
"Meet
Clubs will host a BBQ pork and chicken meal before
high
the
in
served
be
will
meal
The
Saturday.
on
Lakers"
the
include
school cafeteria and will start at 4 p.m. The meal will
fillets),
a meat (Boston butts and chicken skinless boneless
cost will
cole slaw, baked beans, chips, dessert and drink. The
at
be $10 for adults and $5 for children. Tickets will be sold
Lilly at
the door or can be purchased early by contacting Eli
436759-4104 or, Christie Arnold at christopher@wk.net or
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Glory Bound will be tonight

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet
tonight from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be For Heaven's Sake and Jeff Prater. There is no admission
charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 ore-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Special collection to be taken

Murray State Youth and Nonprofit Leadership students will
be teaming with Need Line to collect personal hygiene products such as deodorant, tooth paste and soap for the organization to distribute to families in need on Saturday in front of
Walgreen's and Rite-Aid pharmacies in Murray.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
pm at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
Rodent Control Bait will be available beginning today at
the following locations: Calloway County Health Center, Murray: Crawford's at Lynn Grove: The Country Store at Kirksey:
Take Me Back Cafe on Ky. 94 East; BB&T Bank at Hazel:
and Hamlin One Stop at Hamlin.
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meet
Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons
Monday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall. A potluck meal will be
served. Bobby Hale. master, urges all members to attend.

Rodent Control Bait available
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The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools is
selling Amish baked goods fro the holiday season. Orders are
homemade
now being taken for cakes, pies, rolls, and jars of
customers
jams and butters will be delivered freshly baked to
classroom
on Dec. 18 and 19. All proceeds will go toward
order
donations and the annual scholarship fund. To place an
Laura Lee
contact any Alumni & Associates member or call
Winchester at 227-3441.

aie

314 Main Street
Hazel, Kentucky
(270) 492-6393
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Chapter Partnership Award
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Pictured are members of the Murray High School Class of 1947 at the banquet held at
Murray Banquet Center.
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Murray High School Class of 1967
holds its 40-year class reunion
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Murray High School Class
of 1967 held its 40-year class
reunion the entire weekend of
Sept. 21.
The weekend began with a
- cookout held at the home of
Don and Linda Cherry in Spring
Creek Oaks Estates. Don was
in the graduating class. Many
class members both local and
out of town attended this activity.
Martha Finney Andrus won
the award for the most miles
traveled to the reunion and
won the prize of a Murray the
.Tiger. She came all the way
from Holland, The Netherlands.
On Saturday morning some
met for breakfast at the Hih
Burger Restaurant, then several members played golf while
others went for a walk together or did a biking tout of the
area.
On Saturday afternoon the
class met at the Murray Middle School building, which was
their old Alma Mater. Lou
Carter, principal of MMS, took
the group on a tour of the

The Tennessee Valley Region
of the Amencan Red Cross
recently held its Annual Meeting and Recognition Luncheon.
The theme was "Hononng our
Hometown Heroes." Awards
were handed out to 22 recipients in seven categories.
The Amencan Red Cross of
County
Murray-Calloway
received the Chapter Partnership Award. Local chapters are
invaluable to the successful
recruitment and collection of
blood products. Some, however, stand out for offering exceptional support.
Chapter Executive Tory
Daughrity helps find new blood
drive sponsors and looks for
opportunities to promote the
blood program. Daughrity,
along with Murray community blood drive coordinator Larry
Doyle, encourages Murray State
University student involvement.
The American Red Cross is
a volunteer-led organization. In
fact, the countless volunteers
at our blood drives, donation
centers and local Red Cross
chapters are what make serving the community possible, it
was reported.
If you are at least 17 years

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
for the
newly enlarged and renovated ter, Ha., Marilyn Wilson WalkPictured are Larry Doyle, blood services coordinator
Finney
Martha
er, Don Cherry,
building.
Tory Daughrity, executive director of the
and
chapter
local
nds,
Following the MMS tour, a Andrus of the Netherla
local Amencan Red Cross chapter.
social hour and dinner was Mike McDougal, David Lampinformaof age, weigh a minimum of donation. For more
held at The Murray Banquet kins, Burton Young, Ann Griftion or to find a blood drive
Ha.,
good
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Fort
of
pounds
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Center,
1-800general health, you may be eli- near you, please call
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blood.
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high
watching DVDs of old
is no upper age limit for blood
school photos and videos of pre- Young, Dan Miller,Tommy Colvious reunions, along with old son, Bill Hart, Reggie Key,
high school football game clips, Raley Sykes of Pflugerville,
along with having a chance to Texas, Kaye Hale Doran of Wartell everyone all about what ren, Ohio, Don Roberson, Jerry
while
of
traditional ballads ("Cold Rain formed Bawn in 2002
the class members had been McCoy, Buster Scott
From Page 6A
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Reggie
Tenn.,
e,
Nashvill
togethal class members met
CofBean roots music."
Midnight"). "Bluegrass Now" regionally in 2005. Eddie
er and attended church servic- Eddie Young, Bettie Usrey
Front Porch co-host John says, "The spellbinding syner- fey replaced Campbell in 2006.
es at First United Methodist of Paducah, Johnny Blanton,
e, McMillen adds, "Rowan and gy of Rowan's soulful sere- and the quintet hit the road,
Church where they enjoyed Steve Tharpe of Louisvill
, Kay Rice are master musicians and nades and Rice's masterful flat- performing nearly 2(X) live
hearing a solo sung by fellow Doris Brantley Saunders
, Connie songwriters who have been picking ...it's almost as if the shows across the Midwest and
class mate, Kathy Farrell Straub. Pinkley of Paducah
Benton, major forces in shaping not singer and accompanist are one Southeast in less than three
of
Russell
Cassity
commitreunion
class
The
years and releasing two indeKathy only bluegrass music but all and the same."
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Teri Lampkins, Eddie Young
and Rice have helped concert. McMillen and Welch (2006) and this year's "Hurry
Rowan
Sykes,
Raley
sville,
Cambpell
and Kathy Straub.
chie reinvent American roots music agree that "Bawn's youthful Up and Wait."
Attending the reunion were Debbie Simmons McConna
For more information about
over the course of their long and edgy energy will be a perKenny Stubblefield, Steve and Susan Morton Stover.
respective solo careers. When fect opener to the 'star power' the concert, the silent auction.
Brown of Fairfax, Va., Kathy
they joined forces for their of Rowan & Rice." Nathan or the programming of WKMS.
Farrell Straub of Sun City Cenfirst duo release, 2004's "You Lynn,Josh Coffey, Cody Camp- see www.wluns.org or call 1Were There for Me," they began bell, and Thomas Oliverio 800-599-4737.
I a new chapter that continues.
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respecBridget Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors
not be in
tively, for the week of Nov. 19-23. Schools will
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Mr and Mrs Aaron Stewart
of Gallatin. Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Bailey Mae
Stewart, born on Wednesday.
Oct. 10, 2007. at 12:21 p.m.
at Sumner County Regional
Medical Center.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
10 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Erica Adkins of Gales'burg. Mich.
Grandparents are Roger and
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MURRAY CITY
milk availElementary - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and assorted
able daily) Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday
or fresh
muffins. Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned
cheeseburger,
fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday pimento
burrito w/salsa, Tuesday - sack lunch - hot dog,
cheese sandwich.
available
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk
and
daily) Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday - sausagefresh
or
biscuit. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetables, canned chicken
fruit and lowfat milk available daily) Monday - BBQw/yogurt,
on bun, chili w/crackers; Tuesday - ham sandwich
tuna salad plate.
available
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk
and gravy.
daily) Monday - breakfast bagel; Tuesday - biscuit and fresh
Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, cooked available
milk
vegetables, canned and fresh fruit and lowfat
Tuesday - tray
daily) Monday - chicken sandwich, com dog;
sandwich,
cheese
lunch - ham and cheese sandwich, pimento
peanut butter and ielly sandwich.

Wednesday, November 13th
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SPEAKER: La
GUEST
Dawn Hale, Calloway County
Extension Aeent for Family
and Comsumer Science,
spoker about "Managing
Stress" at the recent meeting
of the Kentucky Human
at
Services Association
Sirloin Stockade.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
- PopSnacks for Preschool and Elementarles - Monday
tart, milk; Tuesday - orange, milk.
juice availPreschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and
Tuesday able daily) Monday - biscuit w/sausage gravy;
daily) breakfast pizza, apple sauce. Lunch (milk served
veggies, nce,
Monday - sweet and sour chicken, stir fry
potatoes
pineapple, roll: Tuesday - chicken nuggets, creamed
w/gravy, pineapple.
yogurt,
Elementarles - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast,sausage
Monday fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily)
d vegetabiscuit; Tuesday - blueberry muffin. Lunch (assorte
Monday - chili
bles, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) ; Tuesday w/crackers, corn dog, grilled cheese sandwich jelly sandand
pizza, chicken salad sandwich, peanut butter
wich.
and milk
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal - biscuit
Tuesday
served daily) Monday - oatmeal, Poptart;
chef salad,
w/sausage gravy. Lunch (assorted vegetables,
and dressing,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - turkey
sandwich; Tuesroll. Chuckwagon sandwich, ham and cheese
, turkey and
day - chili cheese cnspito, tuna fish sandwich
cheese sandwich.
Poptarts,
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, biscuit,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - steak
(chef salads. fresh
Tuesday - waffle sticks w/syrup. Lunch
and milk served
fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers
chicken sanddaily) Monday - oven fried chicken, roll, grilled
chicken patty
wich, Tuesday - taco salad, Mexican combread.
sandwich.
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RAM 1500
• CHOICE OF
THREE POWERFUL ENGINES
• 17 INCH WHEELS
- REAR WHEEL ANTI LOCK BRAKES

Sunday
Worslui
Diaciph

EN
Sunda)
Mornin
Wed. B

m5,000

Mormr
Evemn
FERE
Sunday
Worslu
%Wm.:

CASH ALLOWANCE
S4,500_ 55,000 DEPENDING ON MODEL

Sunday
Worahi

PLUS

Sunda;
Mornit
Evemr
GRE
Sunda
Womb

NO-EXTRA-CHARGE
1LEAlt
1141
1

Sunda
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KARI
Sunda
Mann
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Worst
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Eveni
Wedm

Sun&
Wore)
Chun
Wedn
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Sand
Worn
Wedr
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Ever

LED
Sum
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Wed
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Wor
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RAM HEAVY DUTY

DURANGO

DAKOTA

- STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM

• REDESIGNED EXTERIOR AND
INTERIOR STYLING

• SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS
• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT FRONT
CRASH TEST RATING

• STANDARD 5

• BEST-IN-CLASS TORQUE AND TOWING

LITER HEMI VEI ENGINE

• EXCEPTIONAL HAULING AND TOWING

WHEN PROPERLY EQUIPPED

CASH ALLOWANCE

7

• AVAILABLE 6.7-LITER CUMMINS"
TURBO DIESEL ENGINE WITH
BEST-IN-CLASS LOW-END TORQUE

• BEST-IN-CLASS OVERALL INTERIOR ROOM

3,500

1,5O0

'3000

Sun
Mor
Wet

CASH ALLOWANCE

CASH ALLOWANCE

DODGE.COM/MIDWEST

WOW Yr

II/Factory-to-dealer credit which your participating dealer can use to reduce the vehicle selling price. Dealer contribution may affect final price.
(2)Always sit properly in the seat with the seat belt fastened. (3)Star ratings are part of the U.S. Department of Transportation's SaferCar.gov program
(www.safercargov). (4)Based on Ward's Small Pickup segmentation. Excludes other Chrysler LLC designed vehicles and sport-utility trucks. (5)Below
1,500 rpm. (6)See dealer for a copy of limited warranty and details. Non-Transferable. Not available on SRT, diesel vehicles, Sprinter, Ram Chassis Cab
and certain fleet vehicles. Chrysler Financial is a business unit of Chrysler Financial Services. Dodge and HEMI are registered trademarks of Chrysler LLC.
Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins, Inc.
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LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2.00 p ni
let Sunday
2.00 p ni
3rd Sunday

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 900 a m
Worship
Sat. 10.15 a m
satibath School

ANSUCAN
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
iIi4 Hayfield Highway, Benton. KY 42Y25
27o-627-11002
1000 a.m
Service
Feast Day Services contact the Rector 262-33M
allerreUe
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
1000 a.m
Sunday
6:45 p.m
Theaday
6:45 p.m.
Thursday

ASSUNLIES SF SSII
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 1030 am.
Sunday Evening Worship 600 p.m.
7700 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CORNER
CHERRY
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
946 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
a.m.
11:00
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night

Forgiveness

OAK GROVE
10 am.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Service
Prayer
600 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:45 am & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
9:30 a m.
Sunday School
1030 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7-00 p.m.
Wed Night Bible Study
SCOTTS GROVE
045 a.m.
Sunday School
10:46 a.m.
Worship Service
603 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-I0 p.m.
Awakening

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11 .00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9-45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8,30 & 10:55 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:46 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worahip
GRACE BAPTIST
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8:00, 9,15 & 1030 a.m.
Worship
Sun School. 8:00,9:15 & 10:30 cm.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6,30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
000 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Miming

HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a m & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
TOO p.m.
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Awana
5:45 p.m.
Training Union
610 p.m.
Evening Worship

WEEll'SIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
a.m.
10
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

DEXTER
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
a.m.
10:00
Sunday School
11:40 lam.
Morning Worship
p oi
6:07)
Night
Sunday
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p.m.
Saturday Mass
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p.m.
Saturday Maga
Moo, & 11 a.m
Sunday Masses

CHRISTIAN

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
a.m.
9:00
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST Worship
6:00 p.m.
Service
1000 cm. Evening
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
7:30 p.m
a.m.
1000
Wednesday
2nd
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
AIMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCUST GROVE
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
10:00 a.m
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
SOO p.m
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship

cum=HMCO UM=
CHURCH OF CHRIST

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CREST
a.m.
9:00
Class
Bible
„Sunday
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00
p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worahip
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays!
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

Ir2 notes west of Lyno Genre

10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:46 a.m
Worship
730 p.m
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10-30 a.m & 6 p.m
7 pm
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10::30 a m
Sundays
7:00 p.m.
Wedneadays

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a in
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AKE CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Service

NAZARENE

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
i 40S Sycamore Si
1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.rn
Morning Worship
10:15 am
Sunday School
110000:
Worship

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 am
Sunday School
1045 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
Wednesday Worahio

PENTECOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m & 600 pm
Church
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

=ours DRYNESS=

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a ni
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship Service
5:00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9,30 a.m
Public Talk
10.30 a.m
Watchtower Study

urnmuus
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
10:30 a.m
Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7:00 pm

mirrissurr

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
BETHEL UNITED
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
9:30 a.m. Worship
Morning Worship
a.m.
10:30
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 an:
6:00 p.m. Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
1100 a m
Worship
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
a.m.
10:00
School
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Morning Worship
10:00 am.
6,00 p.m. Sunday School
lot & 3rd Sun. Night
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m
11:00.m. Saturday Evening
Worship
1030 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8,60 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY FIRST UNIMED
9:50
Sunday School
PENTECOSTAL lnurti..Yi
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Warship
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
6 p.m.
9:00 a.m. Evening WoraMP
Contemporary Service
7 p.m.
10:00 a.m. Wednesday
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Regular Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 a m
Sunday Worship & Service
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 a.m. Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
Worship
a.m.
950
Sunday School
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
a.m.
10:00
10:50 a.m. & 6 pm
Worship
Sunday School
7 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Wednesday Worship
Worship Service

UNION GROVE
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
TY
UNINFEEMI
9:00 cm.
Bible Classes
10,00 a.m. & 5,00 p.m.
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
600 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wed oisday

CNORCII OF JESUS UNIIST
OF UTTIOI DAY UNITS

GOSHEN METHODIST
WOO a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
1110 a.m.
Sunday School
12 10 p.m.
Sint-An-tent Meeting

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p.m.
Worship
Sunday
12-00 p.m.
Tuesday

NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Chooses
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m
Study
Bible
Wed.
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9-45 a m
Sunday School
10.45 a m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH

SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m.. 9 am. & 6 p.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study

GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a.m
Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
030 a.m.
Bible School
11.30 am. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

K.I.V. Colossians 3:13

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CRFUST
030 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study

PALESTINE UNITED
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a m
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7pm
Wednesday

Forbearing one another, and forgiving one another,
if any Man have a quarrel against any: even as
Christforgave you, so also do ye.

ST. JOHN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
a.m.
MOO
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

MT. 111F.BRON
10:00 a.m
Worship
11-00 am
Sunday School

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
700 p. m.
Thursday Night
1000 •.m
Sunday Morning
700 p.m
Sunday Evening

Do not judge others, and God will
not judge you; do not condemn others, and God will not condemn you;
forgive others, and God will forgive
you (Luke 6:37). There are many
verses in the Bible like this one that
tell us that we should forgive those
who have offended or insulted us in
one way or another. Often, relationships between families and friends
have been destroyed because of the
hardening of the heart and the
refusal to forgive others for something that they may have said or done. Because we are
close to our loved ones, we may feel that we can say
things to them that we would never say to others.
Although the spirit of forgiveness is not always easy, forgiveness is usually more important to those who have
been offended than to those who have caused the
offense. Quite often, a person may not even realize that
they have said or done something that disturbs us, and
frequently a person's words or actions may simply be
misinterpreted. Forgiving others as God forgives us is
necessary in order to live our lives as our Heavenly
Father requires.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training

MT. CARMEL
10:00• m
Worship
114210• m
Sunday School

HARVEST LAND
MINIIFTRIER INTERNATIONAL
7 p.m
Turodaye Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p m

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
1060 a m
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT BORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship
RY
MISSIONA
CARMEL
NEW MT.
IIDO a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

4ger•coal

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH•NEW CONCORD
10:00 arc
Sunday School
1100-730 pro
Worship Service

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 am
Sunday School
10.45 a.m
Worship

KIRKSEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1103 a.m.
Morning Worship

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Group8 6:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
Morning
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 630 p.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.ni
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.ni
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 0.rti
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 pro
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 an:
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Worship

Choice
Attend The Church Service Of Your

pt)ssible.
chcztats whe-.) make this pctate
Specicil thczrzhstc., the mer-

FORD
P(AiRY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Murray Appliance
and TV
Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St. • 753-1586

rir.

11116

teliate

A 0..-isculm erlIf _
lien.r.emt Com.runity . LaCe

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

N1( RR

LEDGER & TIMES

LEDGER
(270)753-1916• www.murrayledger.com

Prefessionsl Soap/ & Video
Dependable Name Brand"
Full Warranty
• 1,1•hillothm • se ,1cr1
•
•

/ /IMMO • 111,illt0/1/

Barry James
Over 30 Fears Experience!

509 N. 8th St.
Murray
753-7567

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Mayfield. Ky.

Cain'sfAhiV
CHRYSLER•DODGE-JEEP
1400

N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY •753-6448
www.cions.net

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

Firl'S BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here
Help Yours.
1707W. Main • Murray • 270453-1962

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 Timothy 4:7
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Bulletin
PillrA1000
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.
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41,M
1
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PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S.6th

St.• Murray. KY •(270)759-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where 1 am.
— John 14:3
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Number of hungry in U.S. stays
virtually same from 2005 to '06
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possibly driven up by the value of the antique bottles, which range from 3-liter bottles to half-pints.
One seized bottle dates to 1914, with its seal
unbroken. Elks said it is worth $10.000 on the collectors market. Investigators are looking into
whether the liquor was being sold for the value of
the bottles rather than the whiskey.
"Someone was making a la-eat deal of profit,"
she said.
Tennessee whiskeys age in charred white oak
barrels, but the maturing process that gives them
character mostly stops when it is bottled. A bottled
whiskey can detenorate over a long period of
time, especially if it is opened or exposed to sunlight and heat.
Christopher Carlsson, a spirits connoisseur and
collector in Rochester, N.Y.. said old vintages of
whiskey in their —gAgiggLcontainers are highly
prized. "A lot of titlies are priceless." he
said. "It's like havinri rare painting. It's heavily
collected."
The raids, prompted by a tip, were conducted at
two warehouses and a home in Lynchburg, about
65 miles southeast of Nashville. Another raid was
at a Nashville hotel room where drinks were being
served and bottles were being sold.
Elks acknowledged that pouring out the
whiskey would not be a happy hour for her.
;led kill me," she said.
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'This report comes at a critical time for hungry Americans
and those of us who help serve
them," said Vicki Escarra, pres1-ident of America's Second
Harvest-The Nation's Food
Bank Network. "There simply
may be no food for many families when the rest of the nation
celebrate
gathers . to
Thanksgiving and religious holidays."
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Farm bill may be pushed
back past 2008 elections
The Senate farm hill may have to wait
WASHINGTON (API
ee
until after next year's elections, Senate Agnculture Committ
Chairman Tom Harkin said Thursday.
The S286 billion bill. which extends agriculture and .nutrition
programs, has been stalled for more than a week in the Senate.
where Republicans and Democrats are bickering over how many
amendments to the hill will be offered.
Harkin suggested Thursday that extending current farm law lot
fails
one year is an option if a Democratic attempt to cut off debate
on Fnday. That move requires the votes of 60 of the 100 senators,
Republicans have balked at a Democratic attempt to limn amendments. while Democrats are accusing Republicans of slowing the
bill down Some Republicans want to offer amendments dealing
with the alternative minimum tax, immigration and other nonagn
cultural issues
"It we can't get a farm bill through the Senate that came out of
the committee without one dissenting vote ... If we can't do that then
what's the use trying to do it next year with the same Senate" asked
Harkin, D-lowa
Sensing an unbreakable Senate impasse, the top Republican on
the House Agriculture Committee said Thursday that he would support extending the bill until Sept. 30, the end of the current budget
year
'The consequences of the Senate's inaction are already impacting
the planning decisions of our farmers and ranchers," said GOP Rep
Bob Goodlatte of Virginia.
Goodlatte supported the I arm bill passed by his committee but
voted against the bill in the full House after Democrats added a tax
on some foreign companies to pay for it. He was Joined by more
than 20 other farm state Republicans in calling for the extension
Thursday
The Republicans said they would rather pass a new bill but
Goodlattc said the situation has become "most urgent" for farmers
as weeks pass by
House Agnculture Committee Chairman Collin Peterson. DMinn . said talk of an extension is premature.
The budget situation isn't getting any better, and a year from
now, we ma!, have less money available to write the farm bill," he
said
In the Senate. Harkin said voting to continue debate would he
"like killing the farm bill."
'That's it, folks." he said 'That the end of the ball game "
He said the hill nught fare better under a new Congress and a new
president The Hush administration has issued a veto threat against
the bill. say ing it is tiai expensise and would pay wealthy farmer,
too mush Bush also threatened to yeti+ the House hill, which passed
in Jul)
pro"Bankers need to know and fanners need to know what the
gram will be next year.- Harkin said.
Despite opposition to the hill. the Bush administration discourand
aged an extension. "Pnonues such as comers ation. nutrition
hill."
renewable energy would all he shelved without a new farm
t
said Acting Agnculture Secretary ('harks Conner in a statemen
hull
Thursday 'There is still time for Congress to pass a new farm
The current farm law was passed in 2002 and parts of it have
gov•
been temporarily extended alik•C it expired Sept. 30. The law
ems tann subsidies, rural deselopment, programs to protect environmentally sensitise tarot land and nutrition programs
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Vintage Jack Daniel's whiskey may be poured
out due to being sold without proper license
NASHVILLE.Tenn.(AP)— Here's a sobenng
thought: Hundreds of bottles of Jack Daniel's
whiskey, some of it almost 100 years old, may be
unceremoniously poured down a drain because
authorities suspect it was being sold by someone
without a license.
Officials seized 2,400 bottles late last month
during warehouse raids in Nashville and
Lynchburg, the southern Tennessee town where
the whiskey is distilled.
"Punish the person, not the whiskey," said an
,iutraged Kyle MacDonald, 28, a Jack Daniel's
drinker from British Columbia who promotes the
whiskey on his blog. "lack never did anything
wrong, and the whiskey itself is innocent."
Investigators are also looking into whether
some of the bottles had been stolen from the distillery. No one has been arrested.
Authorities are still detemvining how much of
the liquor will he disposed of, and how much can
he sold at auction.
Tennessee law requires officials to destroy
whiskey that cannot he sold legally in the state,
such as bottles designed for sale overseas and
those with broken seals.
"We'd pour it out." said Danielle Elks, executive director of the Tennessee Alcoholic Beverage
Commission.
The estimated value of the liquor is SI million.
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
One hundred and forty-four
games. Fifty-nine conference
titles and thirty-two NCAA
Tournament berths among two
Of the historically best midmajor college basketball programs in the country.
Scarcely 100 miles separate
traditional rivals Murray State
and Western Kentucky, and after
taking a two-year hiatus from
tneeting on the hardwood, the
Racer-Hilltopper
basketball
cries is set to renew itself
aturday afternoon in Bowling
reen.
It figures to be just like old
'riles at WKU's Diddle Arena,
both squads come into the
me undefeated and harboring
'gh hopes for memorable scans.
While the Racers return the
lk of a team that endured
'me growing pains last season,
estem has a core of seniors
ad coach Damn Horn hopes
n carry the Toppers to their
irst NCAA Tournament appearance in Horn's four years in
howling Green.
That core is led by All-Sun
pelt Conference selection
Courtney Lee. A fourth-year
Starter. Lee is every** 27.5
points per game in two regular
season contests this season and
ieads a potent Hilltopper backurt.
His partner in crime on the
rimeter is fellow senior
yrone Brazelton. Together, the
o keep the pressure on opposg guards and create turnovers,
4hich lead to Hilltopper points.
"We can't turn it over,"
rray State head coach Billy
nnedy said. "Courtney Lee is
e of the more talented guards
the country and has been for a
JOE IMEL / Daily News
years. The addition of Western Kentucky senior guard Courtney Lee leads a host of Hilltopper seniors, giving head
azelton, his quickness and coach Darrin Horn his first true senior class at WKU. Through two games this season, Lee
ieticism causes a lot of prob- leads the team in scoring, averaging 27.5 points per game and shooting 68.6 percent from the
s.
field.

`PLAY RIGHT AWAY'

Tigers take one
at Top of World
TSU BEATS HOST TEAM 78-64;
SAMFORD, MARTIN BOTH LOSE
FAIRBANKS, Alaska Bruce Price scored 21 points
and dished out six assists as the
Tennessee State Tigers topped
host Alaska-Fairbanks 78-64 in
the opening round of the BP Top
of the World Classic.
TSU (2-1) will face the winner
of
the
Colorado
State/Oregon State matchup on
Saturday at 3 p.m. CST.
Tennessee State took a 36-28
lead behind 14 points from
freshman Gerald Robinson, Jr.
Robinson, the reigning OVC
Freshman of the Week, finished
the game with 16 points on 4-of3,-Point shoottAtt-,,,AASkr,e
Belton added 17 points as be hit
7-of-8 from the field.
TSU shot 55.3 percent from
the field for the game and even
better (57.1%) from 3-point
range. The Tigers got 34 points
from its bench, which helped
them overcome 25 miscues on
the night.
BELMONT 82,
SAMFORD 73
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - In
Samford's first men's basketball
game in the brand-new Pete
Hanna Center, the Bulldogs
mounted a late, second-half
comeback against the Belmont
Bruins. but fell short in'a 82-73
non-conference loss.
In the loss, Samford (1-I)
trailed by as many as 16 points,
but cut Belmont's (3-1) lead to
71-69 with two minutes remain-

"I'm really excited about Ivan,- Kennedy
said. "He's a freshman who will play right
away.
"His toughness, athleticism, and his ability to rebound and score is much needed."
As a junior, Aska averaged 12 points, 11
rebounds and three blocks per game to help
lead the Anderson Cobras to a 24-6 record.

ACERS SWEPT BY TENNESSEE STATE AT JACKSONVILLE ST.

MEN'S
STANDINGS

OVC(Or)

Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Jacksonville State
Morehead State
Samford
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
SE Missouri State
llwortallery. Nov. IS
Belmont 82, Sarrolord 73
• • 04111181Araiknota Ye lit Maretcrs, 1111
Tannin.. Suds /B. Aleska-Forbenka 84 ' • it
Wednesday, Nov. 14
110nota Stale 90, SEMO tt
Tonight
Jacksonviae State at Kennesaw State 7p,,,
Cuner-Stockton at Southeast MISSOUII 7 p.m
Saturday. Noe 12
Murray Slate at Western Kentucky
noon
Morehead Slate at Bowling Green
3 pm.
Eastern Kentucky at East Tenn St
3 p.m
Belmont at Austin Peay
7 pm
UT Marta, at A.fissoupp, State
7 p.m
Jacksonythe State at 100 Club Classic TBA
Tennessee State at Top of World Classic TBA

ing.
Senior Travis
Peterson
scored a layup with 2:17 left to
trim the Bruins' advantage to
two points before Belmont's
senior scoring leader Justin Hare
recorded five straight points to
hold on for the win.
Samford was led in scoring
by senior Joe Ross Merritt's
career-high 24 points. He was 9of- 12 from the field and 3-for-6
II See OVC, 38

Missouri handles
Eastern Illinois

Aska is ranked 259th in the nation by
Floridahoops.com and his rebound average
was 37th in the nation last season.
He was named All-Broward County by
the Miami-Herald.
"Ivan does well academically and will
COLUMBIA, Mo. - For the
be a great student-athlete in our program." .
second game in a row, Dominique
Kennedy said.
! Sims shot the ball well and scored
a team-high 15 points, but Eastern
Illinois hit just 31 percent of its
shots as a team in a 69-51 loss at
Missouri Thursday evening.
Sims connected on 6-of-10
field goals, including a pair of 3pointers. Lindsey Kluempers,
meanwhile, made her only two
shot attempts of the game - both
second-half 3-pointers - but the
rest of the team was just 8-of-49
from the field.
route
to
the
lead
en
out
to
a
28-20
tie the game at 12-12. The teams it 14-12 before the Lady Tigers
Jessica Huffman joined Sims
exchanged points, with MSU ran off five straight points behind 30-21 win in Game 3, taking the in double-figures with 12 points,
none.
tying the game at 16-16 on a TSU the serving of Melissa Silva to go match three games to
but struggled through a 3-of-l4
"We just couldn't get things shooting night. Rachel Galligan
service error, but the Lady Tigers ahead 17-14. The Racers kept
scored six of the next seven pace, but were unable to catch going," said MSU head coach attempted just five shots and finpoints to vault out to a 22-17 the Lady Tigers, falling in Game David Schwepker, closing his ished with only seven points to go
10th season at Murray State, the along with eight rebounds.
lead. Tennessee State got to game 2 30-25.
EIU (0-3) trailed by just five
In Game 3, Tennessee State most of any Racer volleyball
point at 29-23, but the Racers
hung in there, scoring on a TSU got out to a 13-6 lead, but the coach. "We tried hard, but give going to the locker room. but
serving error, a kill from fresh- Racers scored four of the next Tennessee State credit. They Mizzou (2-0) began the second
man outside hitter Becca Lamb five points to narrow the gap to played great: they played really half on a 16-5 run to open up a 16point advantage. The Panthers
and a kill from senior middle hit- 14-10. TSU got out to a 16-10 well, and they deserved to win."
Mugler led Murray State with battled back and pulled within
ter Tara DeMage before the Lady lead before Murray State
Tigers won the game on a kill by launched a comeback, scoring 13 kills, while Lamb had 11. eight on a Sims 3-pointer with
Kelly Davis. taking the first six of the next seven points Chesney handed out 37 assists, 7:16 remaining, but would get no
behind sophomore setter Cassie while Mugler and Norris each closer. Missouri responded with
game 30-26.
In the second game. Murray Chesney and Norris to close to had an ace. On defense, Norris three easy layups to snatch the
State pushed out to a 9-4 lead, within 17-16. MSU got to within repelled a team-high 22 digs, momentum back.
The Panthers forced 23
scoring seven straight points 21-20 on a kill by junior outside while DeMage had 20. Mugler
part
behind the serving of junior out- hitter Alyssa Groves, but the had 16 and Groves had 11. MIZZOU turnovers, thanks in
utilized
side hitter Alison Mugler. Lady Tigers scored the next DeMage had three blocks for to an effective press,
second half.
Tennessee State closed to within seven points behind the service MSU, while Groves and Lamb mostly in the
Eastern also did a better job of
13-12, and a kill by Mugler made of Candace Saleaumua to push had two apiece.

MSU Sports Information
Murray State men's basketball coach
Ily Kennedy announced the signing of 6-7
ard Ivan Aska of Boyd H, Anderson
gh School in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Aska will finish his high school career
s season and join the Racers as a freshfor the 21308-09 season.

MSU Sports Information
The Murray State volleyball
n ended its season with a 3-0
s to Tennessee State in the first
COhhaim
op oVnas1h
l p
y
t)f-e the
.dn
nferen
in
held
ornament,
-ksonville. Ala. Game scores
re 30-26, 30-25, 30-21.
The Racers ended the 2007
• son with an overall record of
IS. finishing in fifth place in
OVC with a league record of
-7. The 31 matches for MSU is
most in a single season since
8, when the Racers played 31
tches. Murray State played 32
tches in the 1997 season.
In Game 1, Tennessee State
-13) got out to a 12-9 lead
fore Murray State scored three
ght points behind the serving
o junior libem Heather Norris to

JILLIAN ROGERS / AP
Tennessee State guard Bruce Price, left, tries to maintain control of the ball against Alaska Fairbanks Keven Campbell during the second half of the BP Top of the World Classic in
Fairbanks, Alaska, Thursday. Tennessee State won 78-64.

SIMS SCORES TEAM-HIGH 15 FOR EIU
sealing off the offensive glass
despite playing primarily a 3-2
zone defense. After giving up 18
offensive boards and at least 20
second-chance points in both
games of the season-opening
weekend.

School
SE Missouri State
Tennessee-Martin
Jacksonville State
Morehead State
Murray State
Samford
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucy
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

(2-0)
(2-0)
(1-1)
(1-1)
(1-1)
(1-1)
(1-1)
(0-0)
(0-1)
(0-1)
(0-3)

Thuredey. Nov. IS
Mnsoun 09 Eastern lamas 51
Wedneoday, Nov. 14
MOCShead State 56 IUPUI 54
Ohio State Re Tennessee State 41
Jacksonville State 72 Alabama UM 70
tylkkee Tennessee EP Tennessee Tech 63
TotagM
lBs
Samford at Preseason WNIT
Saturday. Nov. 17
Nichols State at Tennessee State 3 p
West Worrell Tech at Easiem Kentucky 6 p
565,5) at Centre' Arkansas bps,
Alabama Stale at Murray Stale 7 pet
Furman at Jacksonolle State 7 30 p m
Austin Posy at Arkansas TBA
UT Menai at South Flork1a Class.,, TBA
Samford at Preseason WNIT TBA
Sunday, Noe IS
UT hasten at South Flonde Classic TBA
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Racer Football'07
GAME 11: MURRAY STATE VS. AUSTIN PEAY
Saturday, Nov. 17 • Noon • Roy Stewart Stadium

op

MSU WILL HONOR SEVEN SENIORS PRIOR TO START OF GAME SATURDAY

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
One of the biggest surprises
this season in the Ohio Valley
Conference has to be the perlormances week in and week out
by Austin Peay.
The Governors return trip to
the league after bowing out has
APSU in the middle of the pack
standings-wise at 4-3 ((NC)
and 6-4 overall.
Saturday. Austin Pray will
help the Racers conclude the
regular season by playing tackle
football at Roy Stewart Stadium,
beginning at noon.
The last time the two teams
met was hack op Nov. 12. 2005,
when Austin Pray was part of
the Pioneer League and lost
decisively 42-6 in Murray. MSU
has a 28-12 advantage in the alltime sefies and has come away
victorious in each of the last
seven meetings.
After their hiatus, which
began in 1996, the Governors'
return has raised many eyebrows in the conference. With
the exception of MSU head
coach Matt Griffin. who knows
all too well the makeup of the
Governor program.
"Rick is a great football
coach." Griffin said of APSU
head man Rick Christophel.
"Here's a guy that's coached
every position. In my opinion.
he was the nght hand man for
Watson Brown at UAB. Every
problem that Watson had he
gave to Rick and Rick straightened it out.
"But give a lot of credit to
Rick's staff. They have recruited
together for four years now.
They play to their schemes, they
play to their strengths. They
play extremely hard, they play
last. 'They run the football on
offense. They run the football on

defense. They play physical.
Great ment to that, the kids
believe in what they're doing."
The Governors' offense is led
by ()V(' leading rusher Chris
Fletcher who has 1,2% yards
and 14 touchdowns on the season.
If the Racers don't want to
make a mockery of their last
week. they'll have to shore up
any problems on defense as UT
Martin rolled up 821 yards last
week en route to 76 points.
Considering the Govs are
strictly a ground team, they do
so by taking care of the football
and rank third in the league with
a +5 turnover margin and work
the clock to their favor.
"To put it in baseball terms.
they play small ball." Griffin
said. "They control the clock
and are not going to give you an
opportunity with a lot of time.
They don't turn the ball over
very much. When you do those
things you give yourself a
chance to win in fourth quarter."
To MSU's credit, they do
enter the final game of the season with the 20th best passing
offense in the FCS at 256.3
yards a game. The catalyst for
the passing attack is Jeff
Ehrhardt, a redshirt freshman
from St. Louis, Mo. Ehrhardt
ranks 16th nationally in yards
per game and ranks 10th in the
FCS in passing yards 12,4021.
He is seventh in completions per
game with 23.2 and is the second-rated freshman quarterback
in the nation in terms of completions, yards and touchdowns
behind only Scott Riddle of
Elon.
Meanwhile. APSU has had
its protdems at quarterback this
year as three Governor starting
snappers have missed time this
season due to injury.

OFFENSE
MURRAY STATE
WA: Rod Harper. 6-1, 207, Sr
TE Ben Rutin. 6-3. 252, Jr
LT: Cody Morehead, 6-4, 252. Sr
LO Tyler Brockman, 6-1.247. Fr
C: Guinlon Hankins, 5-10, 282, Jr
AG - Eric Omega, 6-3. 303, So
AT Stephen Huff. 8-5, 311 So
WA Lee McGinnts. 6-3, 175, Si
06 Jell Ehrhardt, 6-4, 197, Fr.
TB Charlie Jordan, 5-8. 192. So
WA Dernck Townsel, 5-9, 169. So
K Tyler Weiss, 5-10, 157, Fr
AUSTIN PEAY
WA Adnan Mines, 6-4, 175, Fr
5-11, 175. Jr
Frederic*.
Lanis
WA
IT Cape Meta, 6-5. 65. Jr
LO Duncan Williams. 6-4. 290, Sr
C Travis Dumke, 6-2. 285, Jr
AG Matt Lawson. 6-1, 310, Jr
AT Brandon Hutstetler, 6-2, 295. Sr
WA Jon Sanders. 6-0, 275, Jr,
06 Gary Orr 6-1. 210. So
TB Chris Fletcher, 5-10, 200, Sr
FB Adam Shockley. 5-11 238, Sr
K Issac Ziolkowski, 6-5. 162, Fr

AN.'4

Governors return to league improved

Murray State - Austin Peay
Lineups

DEFENSE
MURRAY STATE
DE Austen Lane. 6-6. 228, So
DT Will Roach, 6-3, 274. So.
DT Danny Blakemore, 6-2, 259, So
DE Blake Booth, 6-2, 227. So.
LB Zach Kutch. 6-0. 210, Fr
LB Tamar Butler. 5-11, 198, So
LB Wade Peters. 6-2. 220, So
CB Kok Farrington, 6-0, 171. Sr
SS Will Werner. 5-9. 183, Jr
CB Derrick Parrott. 5-10. 183, Sr
FS Marvin Robinson, 6-1, 190. Fr
P Tyler Weiss. 5-10, 157, Fr
AUSTIN PEAT
DE Chris Newell. 6-4, 231, So
DT PR Morris, 6-2. 253. Jr
NT Rocky Dee Peeler, 6-2. 283 So
DE: Nick Clark. 5-11. 265, So
LB: Krt Hatrslield. 6-0. 200. So
LB: Chris Haynes. 5-11. 210. So
LB. Josh Hackett, 5-7, 195. Sr
CB- Kevis Buckley. 5-10, 185, So
FS Tremayne Townsend. 5-9. 180 Su
SS Jason Vanatta, 5-10, 180. Jr
CB LaDanus Davis, 5-9, 165. So
P Ryan Key, 6-2, 200, R-FR

OVC Standings
QYC &MIMI

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
the defensive front Saturday against
Blake Booth (85) and Will Roach (59) will be counted on to plug up some holes on
Fletcher has 14 touchdowns
Austin Peay The Governors bring in the conference's No. 1 tailback in Chris Fletcher.
and 1,290 yards this season.

Sophomore Gary Orr is
expected to get the start and is
41-for-84 for 546 yards and five
interceptions this year.

Saturday will also be senior
day for seven Racers. Koji
Farrington, Derrick Parrott. Rod
Harper. Nathan Williams, Perry

Richardson, Cody Morehead
and Lee McGinnis will all be
recognized prior to the start of
the game Saturday.

7-0
Eastern Kentucky
6-1
Eastern Illinois
5-2
Jacksonville State
4-2
Tennessee State
4,3
Austin Peay
3,4
Tennessee Martin
25
Samford
2
Tennessee Tech
1-6
Murray State
-0-4
Missoun
Sotahearal
Saturday, Oct. 27
Ausan Peey et Hurray Sus.
Tennessee Tech at E Kentucky
Tennessee Martin al Tennessee Sr
Jacksonville State at SE Hissoun Sr
Samford an Eastern Minors

8-2
7-3
6-4
5-5
6-4
3-7
4-6
4-6
2-8
2-5
Noon •
Noon
1p
1 pm
r 30 pm.
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• Group Discounts
• Party Room Available Seats 60!
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Subscribe today and start getting the
area's most comprehensive news
coverage. From a focus on fine arts
to the latest sports reports and
everything in between, we bring you
all the news that matters to you.
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boys off to
4-2 start

Jr
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times
Murray State Racers (from left) Ray George, Kevin Thomas, Danero Thomas and Tyler
Holloway hope they have a reason to celebrate come Saturday afternoon, as they did in the
home opener against Rider. The Racers will travel to Bowling Green Saturday for a noon tipoff
at E.A. Diddle Arena.
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From Page 1B
SCHEDULE, RESULTS
LINEUPS
"Their athleticism is the priMurray State
MURRAY STATE
mary challenge. They're forcing
Pisani* Madam
Central sad p.m)
times
(All
teams to turn the ball over and No Name
Pos. Yr Ht Wt.
RESULT
OPPONENT
DATE
SO 6-8 240
50 Georges Fotso C
they score off their defense."
W-82-49
x-BETHEL
11-3
SO 6-6 215
Marvin Williams F
That strategy may sound 25 Danero
W-66-65
RIDER
11-10
190
6-4
SO
ThomasG
12
TIME
OPPONENT
DATE
familiar to Racer fans, who have 4 Tyler Holloway G
JR 6-2 175
Noon
Kentucky
atW
11-17
-1170
JR6
heard Kennedy harp on the 10 Kevin Thomas G
7
AVILA
11-23
MOM
7
importance of defense and the No. Name
ST
ARKANSAS
11-26
Ht.
Wt.
Pos. Yr
TBA
at Mississippi Si.
12-1
SR 6-4 200
offense it creates for his squad.
G
1
Bruce Carter
7
KENTUCKY
E
12-5
FR 6-4 180
G
Murray State grabbed eight 2 Matt Fraliex
730
MOREHEAD ST
12-8
SR 6-4 190
G
Ray George
730
steals in its season-opening vic- 314 Picasso SimmonsG FR 6-0 170 12-18 at Jacksonville St
7:30
Samford
at
12-20
175
6-4
the
F
JR
and
forced
tory over Rider
32 Jarad Key
12-29/30 aat Dr Pepper Classic TBA
FR 6-1 180
Bronco to turn the ball over 16 33 Jewuan Long G
730
Illinois
Eastern
at
1-3
250
6-6
JR
35 Tarod Sanders F/C
7:30
times.
TENNESSEE ST
1-5
F/C SO 6-9 200
43 Tony Easley
730
SEMO
at
1-7
"They're • so aggressive
7:30
AUSTIN PEAY
1-10
KENTUCKY
WESTERN
defensively," Horn said. "They No. Name
7
INDIANA-S BEND
1-15
Pos. Yr. Ht. Wt.
6
at Tenn -Martin
1-19
really get after you in the half 23 Mike Walker F
SR 6-7 220
7130
TENN TECH
1-24
FR 6-9 260
court. I think we're really going 35 DJ Magley F
TBA
*SEW
1-26
SR 6-0 180
Tyrone BrazellonG
to have to deal with their pres- 3
7
SAMFORD
1-29
SO 6-3 180
4
A.J Slaughter G
730
at Austin Peay
1-31
sure and be able to do a good job 32 Courtney Lee G
SR 6-5 200
7.30
JACKSONVILLE ST
2-2
56513N53
in the half court and take care of
a
Kentucky
'at
E
2-7
Wt.
Ht.
Yr.
Pos.
Name
315
the basketball and make sure we No.
at Morehead Si
2-9
JR 6-2 190
Desire Gabou G
1
7 30
St
Tennessee
at
2-14
195
shots."
6-3
SR
G
Ty Rogers
get some good
5
7 30
ILLINOIS
EASTERN
2-18
SO 6-10230
ADarius PeguesC
TBA
In the Racers' first game 12
ESPN Bracket Buster
,
1
23
SR 5-11180
Adorn Howard
14
7
'at Tennessee Tech
against Rider, Murray State -con- 20 0 Mendez-VabdezG JR 6-1 180 2-28
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 730
3-1
SR 6-7 225
centrated on defenditg the 21 Boris Srakam F
210
6-7
FR
F
Frazier
Broncs' post game and star for- 22 ElPettigrew
a—Exhibrhon
G/F FR 6-5 220
S
ward Jason Thompson. Against 30
0—at UT-Chattanooga
JR 6-9 210
Japeth Aguilar C
31
•—on ESPN2
SO 6-9 190
the Hilltoppers, they'll have to 40 Jeremy Evans F
ESPNU
JR 8-8 220
shift gears and focus on defense 41 Matt Maresca F
On the perimeter instead, where will likely start two juniors and coach and once as a player at
Kennedy says his squad needs to three sophomores.
Western in the '90's, where he
show some improvement.
While the Toppers have more battled former Racer Popeye
"We've got to do a much bet- career experience, they haven't Jones. The Hilltoppers' bevy of
ter job," he said. "We're playing had any big game experience seniors also remember the
better players. Nothing against this season. Western Kentucky schools' last meeting — a 2004
Rider, but these guys, they'll played two exhibition games game at the Regional Special
make money playing the game and hosted Kennesaw State and Events Center in which Western
iomewhere next year. We won't Kentucky Wesleyan, beating beat Murray State 82-72.
have to help as much in the post each by more than 20 points.
But Kennedy believes he and
(as against Rider) and hopefully
Murray State, on the other the Racers have an understandthat will help us to be better on hand, had to struggle to beat ing of the rivalry and what it
the perimeter defensively."
Rider in an ESPN Bracket means to their fans.
: For Horn and the Toppers, Buster rematch in its first and
"I think they understand," he
Lee and Brazelton anchor a only regular season game of the said. "They understand it's a big
group of seniors including start- season.
game. None of our players have
of
ing forward Mike Walker and
With the rivalry taking a two- played against them and none
support players Ty Rogers, year break, there aren't too our guys can appreciate the
Adam Howard and Boris many players and coaches on rivalry like the fans can, but they
Siakam. The six seniors make either side that are familiar with know.
lap Horn's first true senior class each other. No Racer player or
"They know Western's good.
as head coach at Western, and coach has ever faced the They know college basketball
gives him reason to be hopeful Hilltoppers.
and they'll be excited to play ...
about a conference champiWestern is a little more famil- It's a great tradition for our
onship and NCAA Tournament iar with Murray State. Horn has schools and I'm excited to play
berth.
faced the Racers twice as a head the game."
"We've never had more than
the
in
been
two seniors that have
tiass." Horn said. "And we've
gayer had any that have been in
the program for a four-year perigel of time like these guys have."
- If there's an area where
WKU trumps the Racers, it is in
that experience. Murray State

OU

!MOAT'S UNIVF /MOND III

conbd

today,

648 Usle 51.• 753-5642

Racers vs.
Austin Peay
Sat., Nov. 17 @ Noon

(Bring your ticket stub
the football game to the men's
home basketball game
on Nov 23 vs. Avila and receive
a GA ticket for S1)

TV, radio

Fl
ES

TODAY
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
NASCAR, Nextei Cup pole
ESPN2
qualifying for Ford 400. at Homestead
Fla
4 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Craftsman Truck
Samos pole qualifying tor Ford 200. at
Homestead, Fla
7 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Senes, Ford 200. at Homestead Fla
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
10 p.m
Hawaii at Nevada
ESPN2
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
530 p.m.
ESPN2 — 2K Sports College Hoops
Classic, third place game teams TBA
at New York
7:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — 2K Sports College Hoops
Classic Championship game teams
TBA at New York
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
'ESPN — Housbcn at San Antonio
.930 pm
ESPN - - Detroit at L A Laker,

Noroember 13, IS & 17, 2007 7pno Ighlh
William `Bill' Cherry Ill•eslock Expo
2101 College Farm Road
Murray. KY
Tlekrtx:
NIS adult. 1113
bildres S & sailler Free
tarp Ce/411.1
riasaiN
diary IsSawmfdaa 54(ITS)18161122
b.,
14,
J141•1•1.411111•Jordan* Illadow I..
48 prow...ads orIU br wad la mapper* ibr effaco•
.84 the Marra. grate 1•11•11.1 lama

(ar•Ileahli • I if,
5% •II,ma •
imo mot, filial r,Iti I Wapiti.% alZI lii

1007RACER FOOTBALL

& Touchdowns
s
to Throw Down
from

town,.roe No Imam

The Insurance Center of\lurra

•OVC

Senior Day

Lindy Suitor
war hatch Irdwanct Aptcy

FrCP

Staff Report
901 .Sycainari • 270-753-8355
County
Calloway
The
Middle 8th grade boys basketCOLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
ball team has played six games
and is off to a winning 4-2 start.
championship, Sunday
Top 25 Men's Basketball Schedule
No 5 Stanford (2-0) did not play Next
The Lakers took on the
By The Associated Press
at Utah. Sunday
AD Times CST
Community Christian Academy
No 6 Rutgers (0-11(14 not play Next
Friday's Game*
Warriors on Thursday and came'
vs Creighton, Friday
No 3 Memphis vs Connecticut al New
7 North C8105118 13-01 dal not play
58-24
No
away with a resounding
York. 8 p.m
Next vs Coppin State. Friday
vs Praise View 6 30
7
No
Tennessee
victory.
No 8 Georgia (3-01 did not play Next
pm
Russell Garland led the
vs Temple Friday
No 9 Washington State vs Idaho. 9
No 9 Oklahoma (0-2) lost to No 1
p.m
Lakers in scoring and reboundTennessee 70-67 Next vs No. 15
m
p
7
Davis.
UC
vs
16
No.
Texas
ing, putting up 11 points and
Anzona Stale Thursday. Nov 22.
No 18 Arkansas vs Providence at San
pulling down six rebounds.
No 10 Duke (2-0) beat South Florida
Juan. Puerto Rico. 4.30 p m
89-52 Next vs UNC-Greensboro
Saturday's Games
Dylan Dwyer scored 10 points
m
Sunday
No 6 Louisville vs Hartford. 11 a
while Dannis Seay grabbed six
No 11 Texas A8M (2-0) beat Prairie
No 11 Oregon at Portland 9 p.m
boards.
View 73-54 Next vs Wichita State
No 14 Gonzaga vs UC Riverside. 7
Thursday, Nov 22.
111
p
scored
Garrett Schwettman
No 12 California (2-0) beat UC
No 15 Texas AMA vs Ouachita. 7 p m
nine points and Joe Futrell and
Riverside 65-49 Next vs New Mexico
No 17 Arizona vs. Virginia. 9 30 p m
Sunday
Corey Evans added six apiece.
No 20 Stanford at Siena. 12 p m
beat Texas-Pan
No 13 Baylor
No 22 Kansas State vs Western
The Lakers have also scored
American 76-39 Next: vs. No 12
Illinois, 6 p m
wins over Reidland, Community
25
Nov
Sunday,
California,
No 23 Southern Illinois at Northern
No 14 George Washington (3-0) did
Christian and Trigg County and
Illinois, 7 05 p m
Rutgers.
6
No
riot play Next vs
No 25 Butler at Evansville, 7 05 p m
suffered losses to Graves
Sunday
Sunday's Gaines
County and South Marshall.
No 15 Arizona State (0-1) did not play
No. 1 North Carolina vs lona, 5 p m
Next vs UC Santa Barbara. Saturday
In their first game on Oct. 25,
No 6 Louisville vs Jackson State,
No 16 Ohio State (2-0) drd not play
12 30 pm
the Lakers were led by Russell
Next at Boston, Saturday
am
No 8 Indiana vs Longwood, 11
Garland's 13 points and Joe
No 17 Michigan Stale (2-1) lost to No
No 16 Texas vs Arkansas-Monticello. 5
4 LSU 64-41 Next vs Northern Illinois
p.m
Futrell's 12 en route to a
at Cancun, Wednesday
Juan
San
at
TBA
vs
18
No
Arkansas
blowout win over Reidland, 46No 18 Florida State (2-0) did not play
Puerto Rico. TBA
17.
Next at No 24 DePaul, Friday
Orleans
New
vs
State
C
No 21 N
No 19 West Virginia (1-0) did not play
5.30 p m
Calloway improved its mark
Next vs St Francis, Pa Friday
m
p
4
Bucknell,
vs
No 24 Villanova
to 2-0 with a 36-23 win over
No 20 Vanderbilt (2-11 did not play
Wornen's Top 25 Fared
Community Christian on Nov. 8.
Next. at Clemson. Tuesday, Nov 20
By The Associated Press
No 21 Texas (2-0) beat Lamar 94-35
and
Thursday
points
nine
had
Futrell
Joe
Next at No 1 Tennessee, Sunday
No 1 Tennessee (2-0) beat No 9
Russell Garland scored seven to
No. 22 Louisville (1-0) did not play
Oklahoma 70-67 Next vs No 20
Next vs. Western Carolina. Saturday
lead the Lakers.
Texas. Sunday.
No 23 Notre Dame (2-0) did not play
play
not
did
12-01
No 2 Connecticut
The Lakers were handed their
Next vs No 3 Maryland, Friday
Next vs No 5 Stanford. Thursday.
first loss of the season at the
No 24 DePaul (2-0) beat Florida
Nov 22
International 89-77 Next: vs. No 18
CCMS Jamboree on Nov. 10 by
No 3 Maryland (3-0) did not play Next:
Florida State, Fnday
vs No 23 Notre Dame, Friday
Graves County's Blue Team, a
No. 25 Wisconsin (1-0) did not play
No 4 LSU (3-0) beat No 17 Michigan
close 33-30 contest. Garland led
Next at Marquette, Saturday
State 64-41 Next No 3 Maryland-No
WNIT
the
in
the team with 14 points and
winner
Dame
23 Notre
Dannis Seay and Futrell each
added five points.
Calloway got back on the
winning track later in the
hit a three-pointer with six sec•
From Page 1B
Jamboree, beating Trigg 48-35
onds left to tie the game at 75previous
His
range.
3-point
from
behind Futrell's 12 points and
career-high of 23 points was all, and had a chance to win the
Garrett Schwettman's 11.
scored against Murray State last game with a desperation shot at
On Tuesday, the Lakers took
the buzzer that fell short.
season.
on South Marshall and fell
UT Martin senior Gerald
behind early, trailing 28-14 at
Robinson led the Skyhawks (2CENTRAL ARKANSAS
halftime. The Lakers would
2) with 19 points at& 12
78, UT MARTIN 75
come back and close the gap to
secMARTIN, Tenn. - With one rebounds. It was Robinson's
seven points with three minutes
left in the game, Central ond consecutive double-double
remaining, but they couldn't second
, Freshman Marquis Weddle
, Marcus. Pillow
take the game away from the Ark,ansas'down a 30-foot three- tossed . in 18 points, while
knocked
Marshals.
pointer to'knock out host UT Hudson finished the game with
Futrell led the Lakers with 10
78-75 at the Kathleen 13 points. Junior Olajide Hay
Martin
points and T.J. Elam added six
added 10 points to the
Elam Center.
Tom
and
while Garland dropped five.
UT Martin's Lester Hudson Skyhawks' total.

state Uo.
.
44 1
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers we requested to cheek

tao
010

the hist inserbon or their ads for any

ISO
070

Murray Ledger & Times *Ube

COO
100
110
120
t30
140
150
156
ISO
165
100

OfFOI

responade lor Cray one incorrect
insertion Any error shoui0 be reported immediately so corrections can
be matte

OAP)

le0 Fano Equipossork
1116 Harry Fasolganoni
200 %MY Nulganswo
210 Finarsoorl
220
thews
210
Name saw Lau For we
270 Stew Home For Solo
290 Mobilo lamas For Roo
216
1100114110•64 Lot. For am
300 Ihrain005 0.nts14
320 AcorbnOrre• For sea
330 Rooms For Alm
140
Hower For Mom
360 Mono. Rooms
370 Cononorcia Prowl)
390 Pols I 65819040
390 Laammock Swots.
410 pudic Sere

L. 6141110o
saws
Posoo444
1400010
lloonsallo
lase Aral Poise
0109 811•01.91
.
1 04111015 Wanlad
Doass4916 & Chaster@
1114019664131701•944101
fassaaolos
Cornpulors
006110no• Ports
1Vanl To buy
Andes For Sole
appassvoso
Moms Furosstangs
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

425

430
436
440
446
450

466
140
470
444

486
490
496
500
510
520
530
540

570

941916stalo
Lake 'Topiary
Lab For Sale
Loss For Mont
Farm For UM
Acraops
liconas For UM
111olor0ycloo & ATV•
Auto Pools
Soon Unary 000.05.
U.0 can
050.
12•00 Trucks

Camases
%els 1 wows
Services Mond
File Column
mese° a Susses

2 or
C/H/A.
753-125
0606 n.

AD RATES

CLASSIFIED

4.4
4111

t DEADLINES

55 • / 71,

1 r 1 •1 1

Iltein

$8.25 Column Inch, ern Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All i Ads Aliot Run Within o Day Pmod 1
inch
extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
column
$3.35 per
• 1 / •.

Simi Saw

i i.-.I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Savi.r i

11:41p.

kin*

IMP,

Salirdry

r

Du;to the ilw 1
Thanksgiving i
holiday our
classified
1
deadlines have
changed

I

t

• Friday. November 23rd
deadline is Tuesday
November 20th at IIAM

060
Help Wm.d

Trigg County Hospital
is accepting applications for a
Nurse Practitioner
or Physician's Assistant
in our Primary Care Clinic
Must possess a license to practice as a
Nurse Practitioner issued by the
Kentucky Board of Nursing.

i

SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources

• Saturday November 24th
deadline is Tuesday
November 20th at 3PM
#
7115565
WI

&TIMES1

Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
AcI
riti

HMI

hilnell Ave.. Murray. KY
12701 753-1916

Equal Opportunity Employer

11.11.
010
Notice
NEED roommate to
ERNIE Davis & Sons
take over lease at
Mechanical. Inc
Murray Place
1518 East Eleventh
Apartments with 3
Street
other
females
Owensboro, KY 42303
226-9505
(270)926-1350
We will be accepting
pricing
tor
the
Southwest
Ares
Sewer
Gravity
LOST:
Female
Additions for The City
Chocolate
Lao.
of Murray. B.ds due by
Canterbury
November 19. 2007. Subdivision. Collar had
3 OOPM We encour•
been taken off. Last
age all eligible MBE. seen near Keys on
WOE,
&
DBE
121S. 759-1180,
Contractors to submit a
227-3377, 293-5622
price
014
Kap Wentsd
020

ons available online at:
.trigghospital.org

I at4:11

stt-t'lt I ofistrtICII011

ICes, 1,I.( .

118 are a 4 ormiwread/Inclustriarl General
ont rector located in Nturray. K performing
ttuikllFa.t Track projects. Through
our great team i4 pflIgt14011:114 007 growth has
created the following openings
81 epportunifir. (Witte giros with us-!
PROJEIT ef 4.VAGER-ON SITE
fleA Ridge .NaeL fah.
Oak Ridge, TN
ESTIMATOR - COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
DUILIDING CONSTRUCTION
SuPER/A,
TF,N/MNT COMMEIM14L/INOCSTRI4L
LOCAL A OCT OF STATE
GENERAL TRADES - mouGH CARPENTRY
FORMING - CONCRETE
Vie offer a competitive ronspensation package
0610141151111011 nirlf experience & qualifications.

Notice
SQUARE
burgers
square fish who started that?! Sandra D's
Real beef, Real fish
94E 293-3816
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable.
but inaccuracies do
Occur
Readers
using this intormatior do so at their
Own risk Although
Persons and companies
mentioned
herein are behaved
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities
•

BUSY auto repair shop
ooking for experienced ASE certified
(preferred) technician
Paid on commission
Please mail resume to
PO Box 266. Murray,
KY 42071.
BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
pan-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16
Part-time RN
hourly rate $26 Parttime NP hourly rate
$45 Forward resume
with 3 references to.
P0
Box
1040-D,
Murray, KY 42071.

a
subscribe to

...
theMLiI

LEDGER &TimEs
lionie ilteilvery
3 me.
6
1 r.

Local Mail
.1 211....5
3 mo.
$1511
6 neo...---4611.116
I yr.-$1114.60

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail
Subacriptim
3 me.-.S7SAS
6 ma.-NUM
I yr. --3141LIS

Monroe I 11.45awo

3 umr......-.--.$76.511
6 mie.--.990.011
I yr.-$1211.1161
Chock

None) Order

Visa

Nasne
I
I St Address
City
1
1 State
1
1

'115•11t1 1'85911a
letter ii limorow
sduericmurray-lo net
or fax iii270-761-9171
E.O.E M/F D/V
Adult Foster('arc Provider needed for adult
diagnosed with mental retardation/developmental disabilities. Monthly service fee as
well as room and board stipend provided.
Training will be provided by Four Rivers.
Applicant must be 21 (Sr older and must
comply with required background checks.
Send resume to Anne Thurman. Human
Resource Director, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health. 425 Broadway. Suite 201. Paducah.
KY 42001. EDE. Open until filled.

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all stens. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calla

Family Resource Youth Services
Center Coordinator
Successful candidate will comply with all
required mandates concerning the Family
Resource & Youth Services Centers
including, but not limited to program
evaluation, budgeting, required reports,
and information dissemination.
Collaboration with appropriate agencies
to provide services for students, parents,
families, the school and community is
required. This 230 day/ year position will
involve seeking additional tunds/ materials through grants and/or gifts.
Applications are available at the Murray
Board of Education, 2013.South 13th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

CHURCH
ReceptionestSecretary
32-1/2 hours. 5 day
work week, need
excellent computer
Odes. preferred Send
mum/ Care of
Reverend Richard
SMIlh, First Untied
Methodist Church 503
Maple Street Murray,
KY 42071

zip

Mail this coupon with posment to
Murray Lederr•Tissue
P.O.Bon 1040
Murray. KY 43071
4 wt
12701 763-1916

GREAT Opportunity
Expanding' Full-time
experienced salesperson Part-time warehouse Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
641N.
3060 Hwy
Murray, KY 42071.

N.1 pa.
Nit 11 LIR.
Mut. 1 p.m.

Land For Rani or Us.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Wintsd

Rill IA

Tundry

10111111
Rio

6,1 .11..xsi- vow. -1.4iil
.!:IA
..i
.
-WiLelidll

Fri. II La

CREDIT Manager
Heights
Finance
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard.
typing and telephone
Skills. Must be outgoing
Good starting
salary and benefits
Apply
10
person
between 8 30AM and
5PM Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire
FARMER'S
Choicer
Feedmill.
Send
resume to 127 Beech
Rd. Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office

060
Help Warilut

00
Mc Brood

NEED HOUDAY
GENERAL
CASH
Merchandise
$9hr after paid training
Manager, University
*Benefits Part/Full
Store. Murray State
time -flexible schedUniversity. Full-time,
ule12 month position to
7-days a week
begin December 2007.
1-888-974-JOBS
Qualifications:
TO79110507
Bachelor's degree and
progressive manageORGANIST needed
ment experience in a
for 10:00AM services
retail or bookstore setnear Kentucky Dam
ting is required. Must
State Park, salary &
have strong organizatraveling expenses.
tional skills and the (270)362-8301 or
ability to multi-task. (270)703-2420
Candidate must have a
RECEPTIONIST, docworking knowledge of
tor's
office.
Send
cash registers, credit
resume with refercard machines and
neces to. P.O. Box
Microsoft Office. Must
Murray, KY
1040-B
be able to work extend42071
ed hours including
DO you love working
nights and weekends. SKYLINE
with kids?
ResponsIbIlltl•s: Communications
is
Wee Care Enterpnses
Responsible for the
now accepting applicamay be lust the place
store in the absence of
tions for cabling technifor you! Full time and
Director or Assistant
cians. Must be 21
part time positions
Director for managing
years old, have valid
available.
all supply, general merdriver's license & willApply at:
chandise. supervision
ing to travel. No experiWee Care
of full-time employees, ence
necessary.
109 S. 15th St,
night and weekend
available.
Benefits
Murray, KY 42071
personnel, and student
270-227-0396, 270(270)753-5227
Actively
workers.
293-6390, if no answer
supervises the receivleave message.
FULL OR PART time
ing, marking, stocking,
housekeeping. Murray
STEVEN G. Sacora,
and return of general
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
merchandise. CPA/CFP Firm seeks
person after 7:00PM
Staff
Accountant,
Operates cash register
only.
CPA.
preferably
and processes end of
FULL time child develBenefits include 4-day
day
readings.
opmentleachers needwork
week.
Email
Responsible tor seleced at Room to Grow
resume
10
tion/set-up of merchanPreschool. Apply in
sieve sacora.com.
dise for all outside
person 109 S. 13th St. events. Application
No phone calls please.
Deadline: November
30. 2007. To Apply:
FULL-TIME
mainteSend
letter of applicanance position opening
tion, resume, and the
or
RECEPTIONIST
with benefits. $8 per
names,
addresses, Clerical. Four years
hour. non-negotiable.
and
numbers
of
phone
experience.
Familiar
Must be able to bend,
three professional refwith Word. Excel, cus
stoop, and lift at least
erences to: Search
tomer service, book
50 lbs. Knowledge of
Chair,
keeping, accounting
electrical, plumbing, Committee
University Bookstore, office
equipment
and light carpentry
Murray
State
Dependable, trustsvor
required.
Previous
University,
201
Curris
thy. References.
maintenance expern Center, Murray, KY
270-559-8697
ence preferred
42071-3312.
Women
Hilldale Apartments
are
and
minorities
64 Hilldale Lane #301
encouraged to apply
Hardin, KY 42048
Murray
State CLEANING houses. 20
Phone (270)437-4113
University is an Equal
EOE
years expenence.
and
Education
270-759-9553
FULL-TIME position
Employment
for optometric assisHEY Moms and Dads.
Epportunity, M/F/D, AA
tant Will train. Send
are you looking for
Employer.
resume to P.O. Box
childcare?
quality
GRAPHIC Artist need1040-H, Murray, KY
Kidztown
Academy
ed. Please send
42071
has II and openings for
resume to
ages 6 weeks-4 years.
MAX Fuel Express is
info0imagegraphicCall 761-5439 for into
now hiring a Truck
sinc.net or to Image
or come by 810
Stop Manager This
Graphics P.O Box
Whanell and take a
position requires excel- 996 Paducah. KY
look!
lent
communication
42003. NO PHONE
and sound decisionCALLS. Must have
I clean homes and
making
abilities
college degree & portbusinesses.
Cell
Applicant must also
folio.
phone
exhibit strong leader1(616)835-8647.
GREEN Acres is curship skills and have
rently hiring for the folIF you need assistance
Fuel Desk expenence
lowing
positions:
with
doctor
visits,
Max Fuel Express
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
sloping or daily elder
offers competitive pay,
time, SRNA 6A-2P fullcare services, call
paid vacation after one
time. SRNA weekend
Debbie at 270-703year of employment.
option 6A-6P or 6P-6A
3876
References
and a 401k plan If
Anyone interested in
available Marshall and
interested,
please
becoming pan of our
Calloway Counties
send resume to Max
team may apply in perFuel Express (BP).
son at Green Acres
2185 US Hwy 641N.
Health Care, 402 W
Murray. KY 42071
Farthing St. Mayfield.
EOE
KY 42066
FOR Sale wooden
HAMPTON Inn 8
telephone poles 8
Suites - Murray. Ky
fence post Creosote
is now hiring for
treated Will deliver
Housekeepers and
731-782-6180
Front Desk
if like to interact with
RETAIL business for
sale: Murray Babies in
people this is the lob
for you Vacation Time
Bloom. 270-366-6118
Now hiring
Medical Ins.
smiling faces for
SPECIAL Effects Hair
Comperive Wages
Night Shift.
Salon. 98 West 5th
Apply today at Hotel
Street, Benton. KY for
Apply in
located behind Ryan s
sale or rent
person
IMMEDIATE - opening (270)437-4755
or
at Wendy's.
for dependable and (270)703-0542
enthusiastic people for
full-time position to set
MAX Fuel Express is
appointments for local
Catpuers
accepting applications
business. Salary plus
for Customer Service
bonuses. Call after
Representative
We
Computor
I2PM 753-3929
are !oolong for aggresDISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage ar
murrayledger com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork CORI
By default.
Murray and loud job
listings will appeal on
this website
However, as a national
website. nix all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tmies Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job bump Thank you

sive reps that make
customer service their
number one priority
Retail experience preferred but will train the
right person Please
apply in person at Max
Fuel Express 1302
Main St or 506 North
4111 St Murray

LOCAL truck driver
wanted Murray, KY
area. 3 years over the
road experience
(270)489-2138

l

VISA)

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles
For UN
12'X24' storage build
ng se/front porch, new.
53,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
18 Holiday Barbies.
1988-2005, $500.
227-3913
2001 EZ-Go golf cart.
Recent service. Green,
gas, windshield, backseat, excellent condition. $2,800. 753-2781
AMANA washer/dryer,
$150 King size bed,
Dresser set,
$150
$50 (270)205-5358
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. I size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
Calloway County
*ictorlal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
C inemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Cali
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352.
753-4582

stollen=
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On th, Squnro Murray

(270) 753-1713

1123

i
IrPstris Howes Farads
-OWNER
FINANCE***
Check!
No Credit
redone.
Completely
2BR 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
New
Primrose,
$2,900
Concord.
down. $350 month.
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 3BR
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
deck.
old.
Large
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check!
1999 model 3BR 2BA
singlewide, pool. Clean
& nice. $3,500 down,
$495 monthly.
753-2222
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$695.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
**OWNER
Financing**
94 28x66. 4BR. 2BA,
55,000 down, $650.00
month, Murray near
lake. (270)753-1011
2006 16:68 Northern
bum Fleetwood menu-'
factured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 1011. front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, 1 BA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
LIQUIDATION Sale!
All 2006 Homes must
Unbelievable
go.
Furniture
Deals!
included at NO additional cost!!
Call now
731-584-9429

2BR, fenced-in 1/2
acre lot, $10.500.
753-6012
NICE 3br, 2ba on 1 4
acre only $45,900 near
Lynn Grove. Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Rea/ Estate

2BR du
C/H/A,
noshed
lions C
753-98•

2811,
pets,
Call 29
908 Hi
bath
$395/
Lease,
deposit
227-33
DUPL:
Like n
Northw
2BR,
with ga
tral a
month.
3018
DUPL:
bath,a1
$525/
DUPL:
Valley
$400/
293-1 •
EXTR
nice
C/H/A,
1405-:
$595.
LARD
beck..
ances
er &
(270)
(270)2
NEAR
' Extra
t.; room
large
appli.
wash:
of
Centr
ale
$350.
1st 2
5006
appol
NICE
arp.
" 227-3
NONunfur
paid,
pets.

Ham,For Float

1997 16x80 3811 2BA,
753-6692
2BR, 2BA.
Large
Yard. 3 Bay shop with
Central
Heat/Air.
$450/month
for
home, $650rmonth for:
shop or $1000/month:•
for both. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Celt:.
761-RENT.
3BR Doublewide, w&d
hook-up. $350/month
4- deposit, 497 Post
Oak Dnve
753-4228 leave message.

KI
1)

NICE 2BR. No pets. •
753-9866.
SMALL 2011 in country.
References required
759-1837
320
Amdmints For nee
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

Ap,

To

1BR. appliances furnished. 1mi form
MSU. 227-7298
18R, various locations,
5275-5300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all apc4.ances.
Cambridge
area. 293-6968

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

o
Connoction

I SO Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 421171

3 Sycamore - 752.0436
C,ornputer Sales/Sento
Networking Services
Laser Rear II Lefty Am*

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3654

2811
applian.
436-5.

14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768

Musical

BALDWIN piano,
excellent condition
S1.500 080
(270)205-0693
270
Moms Homes For Sala

119 E
IBA, w.
stove, r.
nished,
Smokeyard wo
$450/m.
270-22

2BR,
near
free da

140
Went Is Buy

2BR
Apphan•
Dr 270-

One and T5141 Bedroom Apartment,
,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applk.anon.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

SL
gu
uti
76

2,

2:

21

Niles

Murray Ledger &

CLASSIFIEDS

hoes

ATTENTION INVESTORS!!

14wasra For hal
[
11
:1
2 or 3BR duplex
C/H/A. 1 or 2BR apt
753-1252 day. 753
0606 night, 761-3694
2BR
IBA
duplex
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259

3BR house $525
753-3415
3BR, IBA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR. IBA. In town.
plus
$450/month
deposit. Cornerstone
Rental
&
Realty
761-RENT

2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

sal 3BR
awide in
4 years
deck
-1, $495
Ruthe
2

mid
3BR 2BA
Clean
)0 down.

3BR,
iown
th, Hazel
1

.R, 2BA,
, $650.00
ly near
3-1011

Northern
ed menu-'
e. Shingle
1011. front
ick Nainte
IA, 1 BA. •
inance for
payment,
/.
)01
IN Sale!
mes must
allowable
Furniture
NO addi-

9
*For Rant

908 Hillwcrod. 2BR/1
bath
apartment.
No pets.
$395/mo
references,
Lease,
deposit required.
227-3331

srnerstone:.
sntal. CaI
side, w&cl:f.
10/month
17 Post
ive mesNo- pets):
in country. ••••
required

'For Runt
ants No
a mes
13-1970
opts near
Murray
$200/mo.
ices furForm
?98
locations,
Coleman
all appli;ambridge
68

Clowns

1 421171

t. 283

HAZEL 3I3R. Lease &
deposit. 492-8526

DUPLEX apartment.
Like new, located in
Northwood. Carport,
2BR, all appliances
with gas heat and central air. $495 per
month. Phone 7533018

UPSCALE residence.
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr. City utilities and
schools. All electric. 2
car garage. Large
fenced yard. New central HVAC system.
Annual lease. $900
monthly. Ray
270-767-0615

DUPLEX. 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685
1300A
DUPLEX:
Dr.
Valleywood
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXTRA large, extra
2.5BA,
2BR
nice
C/H/A, well located.
1405-B Valleywood.
$595. 753-3018

IlitE*b
[
VERY nice commercia
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8.800
S.F Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot. central
h/a, and security system. 51.800/mo
270-293-9349

Pats &Supple*
APR registered Yorke
puppies, CKC rags
tered pug puppies
APR
registered
puppies,
Papichon
very cute, shots &
wormed.
(731)782-6199
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
puppies
SHIH-TZU
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots.
AKC & CKC $150$350 270-251-0310

edger It limes Fair
Housing Ad Notice
AU rye! ,tde dtiverti.ed herein

or

.uhed

to thr Federal

lair

mak,

Ilou.n,,

ad.torna. an, reit.,
rout.

ill1111.111011
ra,..

on,

,filt.1

n.11

g1011 ••.'S handnar
Ui or national orlg,llorinion

make MIN suds preter•
larnitahuns or decnmina-

tram to

construction.
NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 4BR
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room Priced to
sell, $259,000. Will
consider reasonable
offer. 753-3966, 2939747. 752-0624

tion
State laws tortmd dornmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on Lido's in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
Vie will know ingh &cep( an,
ads ertising tor real estate which
is not in violation ot the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings adsertised are
asailable on an equal opportunits basis
For Waller assisunce with Fair
Housing Advertising regionments. contact NAA counsel
Cow P Milan,,(703164F/000.

MOVING SALE

270-761-1111 1

2006 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 Classic Black,
less than 5,000 miles.
one owner, $8,450.
2004 PW 50 Yamaha
Like new. one owner,
$700. 753-7861

(East Y
Subdivision)

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

University:
NEAR
Extra large, 2 bedroom apt. with very
large living room, all
incl.
appliances
washer & dryer. Lots
space.
of
closet
Central elec. heat and
deposit,
air. $350.
$350. mo., $250. mo.
let 2 mos. 270-2275008 aam to 5pm for
appointment.
CE 2BR duplex.
arport No pets.
227-3054 or 753-7457

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

Furniture, fridge,

1996 Ford Contour,

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake.
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550

and more
arne For Sala
l
1:11F
[
Everything must go,

INDOOR
MOVING SALE
397
Whiteoak Dr.

47 5 acres, 35 acres
prime row crop land.
Located 94E. Call 270753-1323 ext. 120

94E to 280
Friday &
Saturday
Nov. 16 & 17

270-293-6906

NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt , water
paid, available now. no
pets 753-5980

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U -Hauls
753-9600

171

mmordal Prop
For Salo

330
For Rent
SLEEPING rooms No
guests No cooking No
References
utilities
required $150 month
767-9037
340
Howes For Rent

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
S76,900
753-5856
293-7127

Prop Fce Rant
2, 3 & 4BR houses
deposi
&
Lease
required 753-4109
213R 1 bath $395/mo
deposit 978-0742
-Fri-Rath in Hazel.
2e
C/H/A, appliances furnished, no pets. referdeposit
&
ences
required. (731)4988312 after 5:00pm

GARAGE SALE
1ST Time Sale
Paris Landing
area, ofl hwy-79,
490 Beech Ln
Sat
8AM-?
Furniture, toys.
household items,
holiday decor, rugs,
lots of boat linens,
pillows, comforters,
much morel

SPORTS
CARDS
641S to
Midway, right
on 1828W, 6th
house on right
Sat.•8AM-2PM
sports cards, wrestling
figures. Nascar, toys.
sports card Chnstmas
stockings. '91r92
Upper Deck baseball
sets $5/ea.
HUGE SALE
693 Walston Rd.
Off Coles
CampgroundWells Purdom
Saturday
7:00
Stove. dishwasher.
freezer, computer. TV,
golf-equipment, men's.
ladies/children's
clothes, cnnstmas
ornaments, VCR.
DVD-player. furniture,
decorating items
4x8 trailer

INSIDE
STORAGE
CLEANING
YARD SALE
94E to 280, watch
for signs at
Panorama Shores,
3rd building on right
Sat. • 7AM-12PM
decorating items,
tools, seasonal
items, & more
43
Rsid bag

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime
location
753-2905, 293-1480

WE Pay More $US
For houses, any cond
& area 270 978 1829

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867

Call 753-5606

r

l11dIty Whicias
port
ilF

2005 Equinox AWD
$10,000.
2002 F150 4dr, 4x4,
$5,300.
2002 Chevy Z71 4
door, $8,800.
Prix,
2002 Grand
$4,100.
Mountaineer
1999
AWD. leather, sunroof.
$4,900
2000 Altima GXE,
$4,500.
C-and-K 705-5973
anytime
www.C-and-K
qualitycarsbestprice.co

5 to 295 acres. West
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.
460
Homes For Sale
•"OWNER
FINANCE***
Check!
Credit
No
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1,292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down.
month. Call
$475
Ruthie (270)753-2222
2BR House in Murray,
located 206 Walnut
(731)584-8050
FOR Sale/Lease: 3BR
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt.
270-759-9046.
270-978-3953
11,1\11 1)1 \ II
1)1 II I RI I III!

vit%

S

(2701761 - M )%1

TRENCHING
731-782-3961
731-336-5288
WINDOV%
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cieaning
Screen Repair
Fres Esarnelas

Colson
FREE kittens 2 males
1 female
270-227-6951

iv

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Nov. 17, 2007:
Work on centering yourself this year, and you will feel much differently than you have in a long time. Your ability to understand others
emerges more than it ever has in the past. You might want to rethink
a situation carefully that involves family, your domestic situation
and the essence of your dreams. You might be taken aback by what
life offers if you really go for what you want. If you are single, you
can make your dreams realities. Do you know what kind of person
you want and desire? If you are attached, your relationship needs to
focus more around your home life. AQUARIUS inspires you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** New beginnings become possible, sooner rather than later. If
you try to see an opportunity in a positive light, you might feel much
better. Your creativity and dynamic ability to think through problems
distinguishes you from many. Tonight: Happily doing your thing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You are on top of your game. feeling as if the world is your oyster. If you believe that you can change the course of action and what
is occurring, give it a shot, but don't be totally dismayed. Your gentleness counts. Tonight: "Togetherness" is the word.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to rethink a question that involves a child or
ALL Carpentry.
one. New information that heads in your direction defines
Framing, loved
Additions,
to plunge into cold waters if need be. You feel much
Termite events. Be willing
Water &
than you have in quite a while. Tonight: Keep on smiling.
Damage. Larry Nimmo better
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
227-0587
**** Your emotional response might be unusually high when dealAPPLIANCE REPAIR
ing with one specific person. While you might be optimistic and
SERVICE & PARTS happy, you see others very differently. Think about what you need to
OR
(270) 293-8726
do to make life work. Tonight: Easy does it.
759-5534
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Chuck Van Buren
**** Listen to what is being offered from those in your immediate
circle. Think positively about your options. You might need to rethink
ASPILk1.1
a personal matter with new eyes. How you see a situation could
Mitchell Bros.
change dramatically. Tonight: Say yes.
Paving
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Put your feel up and relax. Think positively about what you
need to do. Your humor makes a difference to a family member. You
759-0501
feel good and relaxed because someone you care about is being so

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

2004 Cherokee V6
404, red, automatic,
loaded, 36,900 miles,
$13,000. 293-1943
99
. Jeep
Orland
Cherokee Limited. All
options, 123,000 miles,
leather, good tires, nice
car. $9,000. 753-8428
after 6PM.
Uwe Cars
04 Nissan Sentra
62K miles,
1.8S.
extended warranty to
100K, power. good
condition $7,400. Call
753-2113
Was
2003 Grand Caravan
condition
Excellent
Dutch
at
See
$4,125
Merchant.
OBO. 382-3114
Campers
1982 Prowler 2411
camper trailer. Can be
seen at 1303 Story
Ave. 753-6538

753-1537

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work B Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring •Decks
'Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

effusive. Enjoy. Tonight: Fun happens.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your creativity comes out when dealing with someone you
You
really care about. Your sense of humor helps a loved one relax.
Your
are able to move a situation in a new direction, if you so choose.
gentle ways emerge. Tonight: Loving the moment.

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
ON)HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438

AccfPfig Wet 2344PY- Al)
could
*** stay on top of what you need to do. Somehow, others
loosen
easily distract you. Investigate what needs to happen to help
someyou up with a significant person. You might want to try to do
thing very differently. Tonight: In the midst of action.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might have a lot to say. Will others have the same willingness to listen? You might want to ask yourself that question.
you.
Investigate a new idea or project that might suddenly intrigue
here.
Think positively about a loved one. Tonight: Happy times are
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
you -*** Your tenacity pays off financially. Though sometimes
How could
yes, you -- discover how fun it can be to be an easy touch.
happier?
you mix the two effectively and make you and others
Tonight: Come on -- play Santa Claus.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
to a very
**** You are full of smiles and fun. Friends root you on
peocomfortable ending. The warmth of being with several different
comes
ple makes a big difference in what comes down. Your goodwill
through. Tonight: Smile away.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
direction. At
** Take a chance with a decision, and move in a new
you have in
this point, you might see a situation quite differently than
totally difa long time. Why not take a leap of faith and try something
ferent? Tonight: A vanishing act feels appropriate.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, fireInsured.
wood.
489-2839.

Services 011arad

BORN TODAY
(1925), baseball
Actor Danny DeVito (1944), actor Rock Hudson
pitcher Tom Seaver (1944)
•••

http://www.jacguelinebiJacqueline BIgar Is on the Internet at
gar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

HALL'S WAS I
ht ANAGUMIA 1

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

• weekly & special pickups
• locally °tined/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-1816 227-0611

JOE'S JOBS
P.iir & yard ,A
ssen101 friendl

3BR, 2BA, hardwood floors, beautiful
landscape. Back porch and storage
shed. Large 2 car garage.
Cornerstone Realty & Rental.
call 761-SELL for Ronnie.

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!
North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors, dishwasher & range
included, deck, concrete drive
Well built by a very
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

$136,900.00
Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
mencompanies
tioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

Horoscope

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

Starting at S20
mounted

9-5

270-436-5496

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

Auto Parts

294 acres of Prime
hunting land! Located
in Blood River area.
Features 3 creeks and
1 pond. Cornerstone
Realty & Rental, Call
761-SELL for Bonnie.

TOTAL Nall Care
-Spa Pedicures
includes
massage
chair
'Spa Manicures
'Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located at Tangles in
Mason's Commons off
121 Bypass N, Gift certificates & package
special. For more information call 759-2369
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562 227-0267

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

480

142A-9°

j

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Anrs

Wu lit s ii111 SIs

Yard Sale

freezer, kid's toys,

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.

14 15, 16 inch

400

HOCA;ESS
SI I I -sIORAGE
"A Better Place to Store"
Hwy 12IN, across from
National Guard Armory
2711-759-5:•55
NI-AS UNITS

Since 1986
24 Noun swim*
Res., Cum., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

USED TIRES
Am Location.
An Condition
sow N.Credth Olin Ill"III
ert sub

Saturday only 8-?

Hill Electric

47

333 West Drive
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Construction!
NEW
Large
3BR, 2BA
coifing.
vaulted
rooms,
with
bath
Master
Hardwood
Jacuzzi
flooring Cornerstone
Realty & Rental. Call
761-SELL for Bonnie

375

Storage Rentals

LARGE, very nice 1
bedroom with all appliances including washer & dryer. $345/mo.
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085

38R 2BA.
Large
shop with
Heat/Air.
for
/month for:

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath; w/d
hookups; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors. No pets.
270-761-1317

28R, w/d hookup, no
pets, $355 monthly.
Call 293-6070

2BA $400.

Office Building

Located al 901 Scaititi

3BR 2BA.
$450
month No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602

28R 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650.
436-5685

Check!
redone
glewide,
isy boat
Nice
k
213
New
$2,900
month

2 Story

cL iftm
-7-

For Sala
INVESTOR Special
Benton 2.000 sq.h. 3
bdroom Needs paint &
Assessed
carpet
597K, Special $75 9K.
Call 270.978.1829

1BA,
newly
3BR
remodeled for sale or
rent Owner financing
considered
270-848-0044

119 East Y Dm° 2BR
1BA, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished, new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water.
yard work included
$450/mo
270-227-5722.

:or Sake

FOR SALE OR LEASE

3-BR. 2BA, Bront,
wraparound deck, 1/2
blk to hospital. $700
mo. 293-8989

Friday, November 14, 2007 • Sli

•Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
•Locally Owned &
Operated
-

11111111C_

753-4344 • 227-5644

MURRAY APPLIANCE

NEED HELP?

212 L. Main Street • 753-1586

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PAINT to Please. Mike
Espinosa. 270-9707193 (c). 270-8732233(h)
SEMI -RETIRED
Carpenter. Start immediately. R.L. Woods
753-9440

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Flom,
Braces 8 Floor Joists
Remodeling B Plumbing
Deed Getman?, Owner
insurance wni,

Will DO

,
visa 8 klasleitaid Auer'

731-247-5422

iii

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

IA

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

No Referrals Required
Dr. Phillip Klepper
Most Insurance Accepted
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

ehysician's Hearing Center
//) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E

te)

300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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COMICS / FEATURES
Client learns new hairstyle is
easier to get than new stylist

LookingBack
10 arse% ago
People
-Con nec ung
and
Places,- a 10-part woes is a part
of an oral history project. sponsored M the Land Between the
Lakes Association, to celebrate the
rich history of between the risers
'Ibis will he a radio series on
KMS EM radio Murray Writer
t.l11111.1114.r Alexander conducted
the inters iews of people !VW! the
alt."
lefty (fly) Beane of Murray
will be the leatured Pro-Rodeo
AMIOUnt.Cf Al the Murray State
limversity Fall College Rodeo Nov.
20-22 at the Exposition Center
Mr and Mrs Leo Ifindsley
werem.oriedfor50yeasW
17
20 years ago
Published is a picture ol Yancey
Watkins as one of the spokesmen
lot the Murray Lions Club as
members conducted the annual
radio auction on WNBS-AM the
slob laised S7900 for the local
sight 4.00sCIS anon project durmg
the auction The photo was by
StaltPhotopapheiDasidluck
Births teported include a boy
to Lisa and 11 iniiithy WtIlt.ints and
a girl to Lisa and Stine Brown.
Nos 11
Murray State University Racers lost 27-9 to Middle Tennessee
Raiders in a football game at
Murfreesboro. Tenn
30 years ago
Iwo tedet,i1 government repiesentatives who have been directly im id% ed m the Panama Canal
fremynegotiatiomwMheonthe
campus of Murray Slate University on Nov 21 to discuss the
agreement and its ratifications.
Owl are Amber Moss and Col.
Lawrence Jackley. according to
Dr Frank Unnu, chairman of the
sponsoring department of polioa al science at MSU.
The portion of Gilbert Drive
through the campus of Murray State

University and lying between
Chestnut and Roy Stessim Stadium will be closed for the major
portion of the week for paving.
according to Dr Richard Graves.
site president tor administrative
SCrolle,
40 years ago
The home of Mr and Mrs.
Nelson Key near Wiswell was
destroyed by fire last night
Twenty-seven cases were tried
in the city court i,i City Judge
William H. flake) Dunn this past
week
Dr. L.1 Moira head of the
journalism department at Murray
State University. was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club
50 years ago
John F Steger rif Associated
Industries of Kentucky was the
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club house He WAS
introduced by George E. Overbey
of the Labor Legislation Committee of the club.
Mrs L.M Overbey of the
Home Depanment of the Murray
Woman's Club has been named
chairman of the 1957 Christmas
Seal Sale, according to Mrs. G.B.
Scott, chairman of the local Tuberculosis Association
Vi0 years ago
Published are pictures of Higgins Boat Dock on Kentucky Lake
and Eggners Ferry Bridge spanning Kentucky Lake and reaching
from Kentucky Lake to Kentucky
Wildlife Refuge Area on the Trigg
County shore Plans are to develop Kentucky Lake State Park in
the are.
In a high school basketball
game. Kirksey Eagles lint 50-25
to Hardin at Kirksey High SC01er5 were Adams for Kirksey and
Suess for Hardin

By I he associated Press
today is Today, Nov 16. the
320th day of 2007 There are 45
days left in the year
"Today 's Highlight an History•
One hundred years ago. on
Nos lb. 1907. Oklahoma became
the abth state ot the union
On this date
In 1776. British troops captined Tort Washington in New
York during the Amencan Revolution
In I tot S.(.anaihan rebel leader

lamisRielwasexecutedlorhO
treason.
In 1917, Georges Clemenceau
again became prune minister of
France.
In 1933, the United States and
the Soviet Union estahlished diplomatic relations
In 1959. the Rodgers and Hammerstein mustcal -The Sound of
Music- opened on Broadway.
In 1961, Sam Rayburn died in
Bonham. Texas, having served as
Speaker of the ti S. House of

DEAR ABBY: I was going
to a hair salon about five times
a year to have my hair cut
and styled. A few months back,
the owner, who had always
cut my hair, went out on maternity leave, so another stylist
cut my hair. I mentioned to
her that, as
I have gotolder,
ten
my hair has
thinned, that
I hated how
looked
it
and didn't
know how
to cut it anymore. She
gave MC
beautiful
By Abigail
cut.
Van Buren
When the owner returned, I
asked her to follow the cut,
but she didn't do it exactly,
and refused to ask the woman
who had done it how it was
done.
When it was time for my
next haircut. I called and asked
the stylist to cut my hair again,
but she hesitated. Her reply was,
"If my son isn't sick." Abby,
the appointment I was scheduling was two weeks away. I
"got the message," and I am
now patronizing another salon.
I thought beauty salons were
a business and not just about
"I saw you first!" Is there
some unwritten rule in the beauty business that whoever cuts
your hair when you first got
there is your stylist forever?
Ern unhappy now, and they

Representatives since 1940 except
for two terms.
In 1966. Dr. Samuel H. Sheppard was acquitted in his second
trial of charges he'd murdered his
pregnant wife. Marilyn, in 1954.
In 1973, Skylab 4. carrying a
crew of three astronauts, was
launched from Cape Canaveral.
Fla.. on an 84-day mission.
In 1973. President Nixon signed
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act.
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lost a customer. Who wins? -

- CUT SHORT IN VIRGINIA
DEAR CUT SHORT: This
saw you
wasn't a matter of
first." You were the salon
owner's steady customer. If you
wanted to change stylists, you
should have had the courage
to tell the salon owner that
you wanted to make a change
and not put the other hairstylist on the spot.
Yes, hairstyling is a business, but stylists often forge
personal relationships with
long-standing clients. Out of
respect for the owner's feelings, you should have made
your wishes known directly so
there could be no misunderstanding.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have a 5-year-old and
a 9-month-old -- both boys.
They are incredibly sweet, wellbehaved, beautiful children. My
problem is how people relate
to the boys.
People often go out of their
way to tell us how cute our
baby is, and go on to say,
"He looks like the Gerber baby."
I appreciate their compliments,
but they often ignore our 5year-old. He is also a darling
child, but because he's so wellbehaved, too often people don't
give him a second glance.
When we're at home I make
sure to give him plenty of
compliments about a variety
of things, including his behavior, his eating habits and helpfulness. I don't want his feelings hurt when people go overboard with the baby.
Is there anything I can say
when this happens to help him
feel important and noticed as
well? Is there something I
should say to the adults
involved so they are more aware
of my older son's feelings? - PROUD MOMMY OF TWO
DEAR PROUD MOMMY:
The adults you described are
thoughtless and insensitive, and
trying to educate them in front
of your 5-year-old won't work.
The next time it happens, put
your arm around your older
boy mad say. "This is his big
brother.'Bobby.' We're so proud
of Bobby because not only is
he a good boy, he's also smart
and sweet and helpful with his
little brother.' In other words,
bring Bobby out of the shadows and into the spotlight, too.
It does work.
P.S. What's going on with
your "Gerber baby" is the reason actors don't like working
with small children and puppies. They're scene-stealers.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Murray Ledger & Times

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
having a health problem for
which I seek your valuable
advice.
For the last eight to nine
months, whenever I eat or drink

anything, my nose runs. Even
if I drink
cup of plain
water in the
morning, my
runs.
nose
This creates
a lot of trouble for me in
that I have
to wipe and
my
blow
nose imme-

cause. I suggest that your husband get checked by your family physician. The doctor may
choose to refer him to an earnose-and-throat specialist for a
hearing test and ear exam.
Tinnitus is very common in
the elderly and is a nuisance
that can be treated with a new

product called Lipo-Flavonoid,
which was designed specifically to improve deafness and Unnitus. It is nonprescription and
available at your local pharmacy
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Ear Infections and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
diately.
Could you 71-year-old overweight female.
By
please I take Synthroid, blood-pressure
Dr. Peter Gott explain this medicine and an anti-inflammasymptom and tory for osteoarthntis. I have
also been told I am borderline
suggest a remedy?
DEAR READER: A drippy diabetic, which I have been
nose while eating or drinking keeping under control without
is a common complaint. I do medicine. Consequently. I connot know the cause — and nei- sume diet drinks and eat sugarther does my ear-nose-and-throat free foods.
For the last few years, my
consultant.
In some cases, the symptom legs have been increasingly
painful and weak. I was recentappears to be the result of an
ly told by a friend that artifiallergy, such as hay fever. You
might try taking Claritin. an cial sweeteners will cause leg
over-the-counter antihistamine, problems. I haven't seen this
subject in your column, which
and see what happens.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My hus- I read every day, and wonder
band has a loud ringing in his if you have an opinion or if
ears. He has been told that it any of your readers have writcould be tinnitus. He had his ten to you about this.
DEAR READER: Artificial
ears cleaned out, and that didn't help. He's seen a chiroprac- sweeteners can cause serious
tor and an acupuncturist, and allergic reactions in patients who
they haven't helped. Can you? are sensitive to the products.
I suggest that you eliminate
DEAR READER: Your husband's tinnitus could have many sugar substitutes and monitor
causes, including nerve damage (with your doctor's help) your
from noise exposure. fluid in symptoms. If improvement
the middle ear chamber and occurs within a month or two,
nerve irritation of unknown you have your answer. .
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Contractilridge
You art South, both sides vulner- the surest way of getting there is to
take the direct route. Whatever the
able. The bidding has been:
nature of partner's spade bid, your
South
East
North
West
hand figures to produce game oppoPass
I•
I•
What would you bid with each of site it. Partner might have bid largely
on distributional values, in which
the lialoviing hands'?
case he is free to correct to four
1. Q853•AK764•72 95
spades, but if he accepts three
2.•J5•AQ•AQ973 4 K.184
notrump as the contract, it will prob3.•A172 IP KQ832•96•A3
ably be made.
4.•A8652•7•AK9843•5
•••
A jump to two notrump would not
he forcing and would show a lesser
I. Two spades. Before going into
hand. Nor is there any point to bidthe answers, a might be best to first
clarify the meaning of partner's ding diamonds with a hand so prespade bid. Generally. an overcall on eminently satisfactory Inc notrump.
3. Four spades. Regardless of the
the one-level Indicates a fairly good
hue-card or longer ,ant and about type of hand partner has hir his overeight to In points in high cards. It is call, game must he undertaken. It is
hard to imagine a one-spade bid
most often intended as a competinse
opposite your hand that would be
hid tinted mainly at achieving a
partscore, and at deposing the oppo- likely to lose four tricks. Three
spades — a mere imitation to game
nents of bidding space.
— would not he sufficient with a
The partner of the overcaller
hand of this magnitude.
responds accordingly. Ile bids natu4. Four notrump. Despite West's
overrally, but keeps in mind that the
call may be based on as little as eight ii • - hid, you have a distinct pitsor nine high-card points. With this sib 'la, 'making a slam. How many
hig -car points partner actually has
hand, the proper action is a single
raise in spades, which invites partner is n important, hut whether he has
The bes way to determine
an ace
to continue bidding if he has significantly more than a minimum over- this is si-a ac
s five diamonds,
If partner r •
call. It would he wrong to bid two
hearts, which might he passed all showing one cc. you plan to hid six
around and is almost surely the spades. Pa cr may have as little as
•K.197.3,• 52•75 862, and yet
womgcontract.
event
'Alec:lion is a strong
2. Three notrump. It is highly
favorite to
tax 12 tricks.
likely that game can be made. and
['morrow: Maintaining control.
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Crosswords
ACROSS

CO Ft

-r

1
4
7
11
13

IF2

r VV

Ft S,

Ick opposite
Break in
Gush forth
Dude similar
A Miss America
host
14 Meadow rodent
15 Southwest
feature
16 Dark brew
17 Buffalo s lake
18 Pistil top
20 Desolate
21 Brown of
renown
22 Trim
23 Kind
of pollution
26 Shaped clay
30 It gives a hoot
31 Charged
particle
32 Khan of note
33 Setback
36 Phony duck
38 Teacup part
39 Whammy

00

ill 6.,gUIRBE.rat raN' i CAN
cOONT lo 00 1 cRN EVEN
SPELL, My NAME FRONTIOPPLIS
AN'I KNOW LOTS CF TWIT

Ak Ft IF I IE

EXPO

PEANUTS,00
NA Sams, sNooPY
CAN'T 60 OUT TO
PLAY RIGHT NOW
ME'5 READING

WELL HE'S SITTING IN
THERE )4OLDiN6 A 800a

THERE'S NO WAY IN
THE WORLD THAT ANNA
KARENINA AND COUNT
VRON5/Vie COULD EVER
• HAVE OEN HAPPY

was •
40 Not suitable
43 Japanese
theater
46 Superman s girl
47 Pen part
48 Skillful
50 Birthday suit
wearer
51 MacGraw
of films
52 Otherwise
53 Presently
54 Saucepan
55 Husk

1 Tasty tuber
2 Hula accompaniment
3 Vapor
4 Paper quantities
5 Earthen lar
6 Casual farewell
7 Willowy
8 Sponge feature
9 Charles Lamb
10 Year fraction

Answer to Previous Puzzle
L A IZIPI
VIN
IIIR
FIVE
HBO
E IMMO
SARI
AITOM
HEM
TAT
RENTS
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IDIOM SEW
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GOOSES PHASES
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CIRT CANAL ORO
ORATE DIGEL1
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I DA LIMB
DIOUD
MOSE OMU EEG
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2 Toe coverers
9 Thousand to
a yegg
20 Leaf out
22 Debate side
23 Neither s mate

24 Have bills to
pay
25 Feverish
26 'Simpsons
bartender
27 Insect resin
28 Vanity
29 Popular shat
31 Belief
34 Up and about
35 Peach center
36 Chaperoned
girl
37 Display
as charm
39 Monks garb
40 Wrist bone
41 Verb preceder
42 Rover s pal
43 Metric pound
44 Iodine source
45 In that case
(2 wds
47 Snooze
49 Mr Danson
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